FOREIGN MILITARY SALES (FMS) – Through FMS, the U.S. government procures and transfers materiel to allied nations and international organizations.

AM General received $108,766,885 to provide Afghanistan with 433 HMMWV.

BAE Systems received $53,868,769 to upgrade and repair 32 M109A5 Howitzers for Brazil.

Barber-Nichols Inc. received $10,744,868 for alternators, regulators, and long lead material for the Mk 48 (Mod 6 & Mod 7) Heavyweight Torpedo Program. Involves FMS to Canada, Netherlands, and Turkey.

Boeing (Insitu) received $9,802,042 to provide Tunisia with ScanEagle launch and recovery equipment, spares, and support services. Work in Bizerte, Tunisia (50%); Bingen, WA (40%); Beja, Tunisia (10%).

Boeing received $25,200,000 for engineering activities to ensure the Japan Mission Computing Upgrade system meets special engineering requirements driving export authorization for E-767 aircraft.

Boeing received $81,271,024 for 22 Lot 89 Harpoon missiles, containers, and components for India.

Bukkehave Inc. received $25,935,000 to provide Iraq with 600 Toyota Land Cruiser 4-door pickup trucks. Work in UAE. Bukkehave Inc. received $18,251,875 to provide Iraq with Mercedes Benz Atego transport, water tank, and fuel trucks. Bukkehave Inc. received $13,489,972 to provide Iraq with 300 Toyota Land Cruiser four-door pickup trucks and spare parts. Work in UAE.

CAS Inc. received $10,569,408 for FMS (Mexico, Tunisia, Egypt, Taiwan, UAE, Colombia, Jordan, Brazil, Thailand, Bahrain, Sweden, Slovakia): Utility Helicopter project office labor hours and travel.

CFM International received $12,038,044 for one spare CFM56-7B27AG04 engine. Work in Villaroche, France. FMS to South Korea. Sole-source.

Conti Federal Services received $17,271,723 to construct an UAV facility in Israel.

Honeywell International received $12,984,800 for FMS (Qatar, Netherlands, Australia, Saudi Arabia, Mexico): 139 units of embedded GPS/inertial navigation system.

Lockheed Martin received $132,600,829 to provide France with two KC-130J aircraft.

Lockheed Martin (Sikorsky) received $148,725,000 to provide Taiwan National Airborne Service Corp. with six UH-60M.

Lockheed Martin received $55,521,060 to provide Israel with one C-130J aircraft.
Lockheed Martin (Sikorsky) received $38,386,000 to provide Tunisia with four UH-60M aircraft.

L-3 received $31,984,015 for FMS (Afghanistan, Iraq, Niger) for point detonating delay fuses.

Maritime Helicopter Support Co. received $28,111,373 for Phase III life support work on 24 MH-60R aircraft for Australia. Includes some maintenance, repair, and program management tasking. Non-competitive, per FAR 6.302-4.

Northrop Grumman received $7,771,012 to provide Pakistan with contractor logistic support (CLS) supporting their two King Air -350 aircraft and two KA-350 extended range ISR aircraft. Sole-source.

Oshkosh Defense received $378,137,998 for FMS (Cameroon, Iraq, Somalia): 1,543 Family of Medium Tactical Vehicles (MTV) and three 78-gallon armor B-Kit corrosion prevention compound for vehicles.

Oshkosh Defense received $31,159,954 to provide Iraq with 149 Family of Medium Tactical Vehicles and 19 B-kits.

PKL Services Inc. received $11,908,688 for aircraft maintenance and operation services for Singapore at Mountain Home AFB.

Raytheon received $9,800,314 to provide AMRAAM components that are being phased out or discontinued. FMS: Australia, South Korea, Romania, and Saudi Arabia.

Raytheon received $35,650,000 for FMS (German, Netherlands, Kuwait, UAE): PATRIOT missile PDB-8 kits.

Raytheon received $43,113,871 for AIM-9X Block II all up round tactical full-rate production Lot 16 missiles for Japan (4), Norway (20), and Taiwan (40); Block II captive air training missiles for Norway (30) Taiwan (40); all up round containers for Norway (16) & Taiwan (23); and other spare parts for Norway and Taiwan. Purchases: Taiwan ($25,471,893, 59.08%); Norway ($15,935,179; 36.96%); Japan ($1,706,799; 3.96%).

Raytheon received $44,136,550 for GPS Selective Availability Anti-Spoofing Modules (SAASM) Lightning Strikes program. Sole-source. This is FMS to 57 unspecified nations.

Rolls Royce Corp. received $20,737,346 to provide France and Israel with spare C-130J AE2100D3 engines. Sole-source.

Textron (Bell) received $52,248,119 to provide Kenya with five Huey II helicopters, spare parts, management, special tools, and program necessities.

Textron (Beechcraft) received $12,190,497 for contractor logistics support (basic life support, cost per flight hour, aircraft components and accessories) to the Iraq King Air 350 program.
United Technologies (Pratt & Whitney) received $42,397,600 for F100-PW-229 engine support (installation, spares, modules, logistics, studies, repair, reports) to Iraq and Morocco. Sole-source.

FMS TO UNDEMOCRATIC REGIMES

Lockheed Martin received $10,357,916 to provide Kuwait with Modernized Target Acquisition Designation Sight (M-TADS) postproduction support on AH-64D Apache helicopters. One bid solicited, one received.

Lockheed Martin received $17,767,875 for FMS (Saudi Arabia, South Korea, Qatar): work on Modernized Radar Frequency Interferometer (M-RFI) Lot 1 systems for AH-64E.

Lockheed Martin received $39,500,000 to provide Jordan with production and sustainment of two F-16 air combat training centers. Sole-source.

Lockheed Martin (Sikorsky) received $91,832,211 to provide Saudi Arabia with eight utility helicopter aircraft.

Northrop Grumman received $11,022,355 to provide Saudi Arabia with additional Joint Threat Emitter provisional spares.

Oshkosh Defense received $17,080,930 to provide FMS (Oman, Jordan, and Iraq) with 54 635NL trailers, spare parts, and manuals.

PKL Services received $495,000,000 to train the Saudi Arabia Air Force on F-15 aircraft maintenance upgrades.

Al Raha Group for Technical Services (Riyadh, KSA) received $355,903,318 for F-15 Saudi Arabia integrated fleet support services. Sole-source.

Textron (Bell) received $34,541,911 to provide Uganda five Huey II helicopters, spare parts, program management, special tools, and other necessities.

Tukuh Technologies LLC received $22,000,000 to provide Air Force Security Assistance Training (AFSAT) Squadron with manpower support for admin, project management, and mission training at Joint Base San Antonio (JBSA)-Randolph. Sole-source. FMS: Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Kuwait, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Jordan, Lebanon, Netherland, Israel, Poland, UK, France, Romania, Germany, Italy, Singapore, Taiwan, and India.

UNINHABITED VEHICLES & CRAFT

Aerovironment (AV) received $22,776,812 for Switchblade inert training vehicles.

Boeing (Insitu) received $21,563,518 for LRIP of Lot V RQ-21A Blackjack unmanned aircraft systems for U.S. Navy (1) and Canada (1).

Boeing received $43,354,421; Lockheed Martin received $43,606,518 for MQ-25 risk reduction activities (incl. refine concepts and develop trade space) prior to engineering and manufacturing. Non-competitive, per FAR 6.302-1.
CAE USA Inc. received $37,889,432 for MQ-1 and MQ-9 aircrew training and courseware development at Creech AFB; Holloman AFB; March ARB; and Hancock ANG Base.

General Atomics received $17,334,054 for Software 4.3.4 and “final operational test and evaluation maintenance build.” General Atomics received $25,287,320 for four Gray Eagle War replacement aircraft and four satellite air data terminals.

Neany Inc. received $49,168,370 for unmanned aerial systems persistent ground surveillance capability.

Northrop Grumman received $108,118,000 for ten MQ-8C unmanned air systems. This was not competitively procured, per FAR 6.302-1.

Northrop Grumman received $49,400,000 for long lead components, materials, parts, and associated efforts in support of MQ-4C Triton LRIP 2. Northrop Grumman received $94,992,084 for interim spares in support of the MQ-4C Triton system's initial deployment. Northrop Grumman received $255,256,728 for 3 LRIP Lot 1 MQ-4C Triton aircraft, 1 main- and 1 forward-operation control station, training courseware, and tooling.

Textron received $14,199,156 for Shadow v2 Release 6 system baseline update for the engineering services memorandum program. Textron received $23,409,144 to incorporate improved map imagery synchronization and spectrum reallocation on One System Remote Video Terminal (OSRVT).

Whitesell-Green Inc. received $8,501,000 to build Triton Mission Control Facility at NAS Jacksonville.

**RECRUITMENT, RETENTION & MESSAGING**

GSD&M received $41,000,000 for USAF national advertising and event marketing services.

GSD&M received $9,998,670 for national television advertising (specifically additional on-line and television media) in support of USAF Recruiting Service television campaign for calendar year 2016.

Talu LLC received $7,169,893 to renovate Defense Media Activity Broadcast Center Riverside, CA; and Forward Joint Operations Center, Camp Smith, HI, for the Defense Media Activity, Fort Meade.

**USAFRICOM**

Cessna received $23,998,813 for the Building Partnership Capacity C-208B ISR Program (includes 6 Cessna 208B Grand Caravan EX aircraft, 3 spare Pratt & Whitney PT6A-140 engines, and aircraft spares & ground handling equipment) to USAFRICOM and USPACOM operations in Chad, Cameroon, and the Philippines. This involves “pseudo” FMS. Sole-source.
Henry M. Jackson Foundation for the ADVA received $8,323,758 to enhance year-round surveillance at U.S. Army Medical Research Directorate, Kenya (USAMRU-K) for Army Medical Research Acquisition Activity in Frederick, MD.

USEUCOM

Atlantic CommTech Corp. (ACT) received $36,460,575 to help modernize the Weapon Storage & Security System (WS3) and Alarm Communication & Display (AC&D) at Ramstein AB; Aviano AB; Buechel AB; Ghedi AB; Incirlik AB; Kleine Brogel AB; and Volkel AB for the Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center [PDF].

USSOUTHCOM

Africa Automotive Distribution Service Ltd. (Gibraltar) received $77,000,000 for J8 Jeep tactical vehicles and related equipment, spares kits, special tools, ancillary equipment (including training) for tactical transportation of USSOUTHCOM counter narcotics forces & partner nations.

Brunswick Commercial & Government Products received $72,000,000 for 32-foot and 37-foot Boston Whaler Justice boats, spare parts, maintenance, and training in order to conduct counter-narcotics maritime interdiction in USSOUTHCOM.

Harris Corp. received $92,800,000 for Harris Radio Communication Systems (incl. spares kits, ancillary equipment, and training) in support of counter-narcotics activities in USSOUTHCOM.

USCENTCOM

CWI-Orascom JV received $29,827,190 to restore Biomedical Research Laboratory (building 67) and repair/renovate the Navy Medical Research Unit 3 (NAMRU-3) campus in Cairo, Egypt. Last month, CAMRIS International Inc. received over $32 million for on-site contractor support services at NAMRU-3 including personnel management.

KBR-Triple Canopy LLC received $117,842,334 for base operations and security support services for Area Support Group Kuwait.

Mission 1st Group Inc. received $10,750,000 for network and communication, engineering and installation support for U.S. Army Central and the 335th Signal Command. Work in Kuwait and Afghanistan.

USPACOM

Maersk Line Ltd. received $9,034,416 for Army prepositioned stock-4, Japan watercraft, and logistics support services under the enhanced Army global logistics enterprise program.

USSOCOM

CACI received $77,038,543 to help Space & Naval Warfare Systems Center Atlantic (SSC Atlantic) provide Special Operations communications systems (SOCS) SATCOM and network support services (NSS). Includes worldwide technical and logistics support
for approximately 2,500 deployable SATCOM systems, and supporting wide area
network infrastructure distributed over approximately 90 sites.

L-3 received $10,628,435 for the Advanced Target Pointer/Illuminator/Aiming Laser and
spare parts. Advanced Target Pointer/Illuminator/Aiming Laser is part of the visual
augmentation system utilized for USSOCOM missions. It combines visible and infrared
lasers for weapon aiming and target/area illumination. Non-competitive, per 10 U.S.
Code 2304(c)(1).

Rolls-Royce received $9,341,377 for travel for the Infrared Suppression System on
USSOCOM’s AC-130W fleet at Cannon AFB. Non-competitive, per FAR 6.302-2 and 10
U.S. Code 2304(c) (2).

RQ Construction received $41,129,000 to design and build Special Operations Forces
Logistics Support Unit One Operations Facility #2 at Naval Base Coronado.

DEFENSE ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY (DARPA)

Boeing received $21,885,490 to work on the Hydra Phase 2 program for DARPA.

Goodrich Corp. received $14,458,970 to work on DARPA’s HyDem Phase 3 program.
This involves “readying multi-material propulsor technology” for testing and analysis,
design optimization, and investigations into more widespread uses of these
technologies.

Lockheed Martin received $10,661,000 for DARPA’s Squad X Core Technologies
(SXCT) program.

Lockheed Martin received $147,329,859 to provide DARPA with a prototype dealing with
the Tactical Boost Glide (TBG) program.

Lockheed Martin received $171,191,252 to work on DARPA’s Hypersonic Air-breathing
Weapon Concept (HAWC) program.

Millennium Space Systems Inc. received $13,465,428 for work on an unnamed DARPA
research program in Princeton, NJ (15%); Carlisle, MA (26%); and El Segundo, CA
(59%).

MIT received $8,184,419 for Phase 2 of DARPA’s Living Foundries: 1000 Molecules
program in Cambridge, MA (89%); Boston, MA (4%); Evanston, IL (5%); San Francisco,
CA (2%).

Xilinx Inc. received $9,000,000 for the Analog Mixed Signal (AMS) Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA) System on Chip (SoC) program for DARPA.

THREATS & “The Homeland”

Novetta Inc. received $9,962,627 for the Defense Security Service (DSS) Defense
Insider Threat Management & Analysis Center (DITMAC) System of Systems
(DoS). Work at DSS DITMAC office located in Arlington, VA.
Sierra Nevada Corp. received $28,793,706 for systems development and integration for the Department of Homeland Security.

Southwest Research Institute received $39,220,851 for R&D, technical, and test support in the performance of tactical and non-tactical systems associated with homeland security, anti-terrorism, mission assurance, force protection, unmanned systems, and other related programs.

**NATIONAL GEOSPATIAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (NGA)**

Sierra Nevada Corp. received $7,859,467 to develop a capability for National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) to semi-autonomously update maritime navigational geospatial products.

**DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (DIA)**

22nd Century Technologies Inc. received $12,600,000; Berico Technologies Inc. received $38,900,000; and Vexterra Group received $21,433,958 to support IT requirements in DIA’s National Media Exploitation Center.

Booz Allen Hamilton received $268,000,000 for infrastructure engineering and operation services to support DIA and Intelligence Community information technology requirements.

COLSA Inc. received $103,000,000 to provide scientific computing for analysis technical support [analytical network, modeling & simulation computationally-intensive computer systems operations, High Performance Computer System operations (HPCS), HPCS hardware & software maintenance] at DIA’s Missile & Space Intelligence Center (MSIC). Sole-source.

Integrity Applications (IAI) received $50,899,933 for acquisition, technical, logistical, and administrative support services to DIA.

**ACADEMIA**


RAND Corp. received $11,398,500 for 20 individual research studies on “matters of strategic importance to the Army.” RAND Corp. received $10,180,500 for 20 individual research studies on “matters of strategic importance to the Army.”

UC-San Diego (Scripps Institution of Oceanography) received $29,265,000 to support mid-life refit and overhaul of the Ocean class auxiliary general-purpose oceanographic research vessel Roger Revelle (AGOR 24) in San Diego, CA. Sole-source per 10 U.S. Code 2304(c) (1), implemented by FAR 6.302-1.

University of Minnesota received $7,699,999 for continued R&D on an advanced modular manikin for Army Medical Research Acquisition Activity, Frederick, MD.
University of Pittsburgh received $43,000,000 to help Army Medical Research, Fort Detrick, link investigations in trauma and emergency services.

**CYBER, SIGINT & CRYPTOGRAPHY**

Blackhawk Management Corp. received $29,317,797 for Guardrail Electronic Intelligence Advance Quick Look subsystems.

Booz Allen Hamilton received $13,203,323 for cyber security enterprise support at Fort Belvoir.

Booz Allen Hamilton received $88,611,546; Leidos Inc. received $89,067,852; Northrop Grumman received $88,018,945; Raytheon received $98,090,785; SAIC received $84,621,509; Scientific Research Corp. received $81,035,479; Vencore Inc. received $80,114,995; to provide cyberspace science, research, engineering, and technology integration for Space & Naval Warfare Systems Center Pacific (SSC Pacific).

County of Augusta - Richmond (Augusta, GA) received $77,236,992 for utility privatization services.

Edifice-Schlosser JV LLC received $16,972,759 for building renovations at Fort Meade.

Grunley Construction Co. received $26,898,725 to renovate and repair Building K on Fort Meade.

Iron Sword Enterprises LLC received $23,156,200 to design & build Spellman Hall Army Cyber Institute Building 2101, U.S. Military Academy, West Point, NY.

Kallidus Technologies Inc. received $11,750,457 to construct a new cyber facility for the Maryland Air National Guard in Middle River, MD.

Lockheed Martin received $37,330,706 for next generation technical services. Includes management and technical support necessary to advance high performance computing services, capabilities, infrastructure, and technologies.

NCI Information Systems Inc. received $42,759,282 for non-personnel IT services and support requirements for Army Network Enterprise Technology Command G3/5/7, cyber network operations and security support.

Radiance Technologies Inc. received $9,799,957 for Securing The Grid. This is a “virtual system of systems model and virtual testbed of the cyber threats related to the geographically distributed systems associated with a representative entity of the energy sector and how it relates to the resiliency of the Air Force mission.” Models are developed in parallel with corresponding techniques, tactics, and procedures for a cyber event response plan.

**TELECOMS**

Motorola received $70,000,000 for the Europe Enterprise Land Mobile Radio (E-ELMR) system. One bid solicited, one received.
**Black Box Network Services** received $17,999,800 for a turnkey solution to the upgrade of existing telecommunication network architecture to a Unified Capabilities compliant solution at Camp Lejeune.

Sprint received $10,340,688 to help DISA operate and maintain fiber telecommunications in Europe (previously obtained under a 25-year indefeasible right of use). Non-competitive, per 10 U.S. Code 2304(c)(1).

**INVASIVE ISR PLATFORM**

L-3 received $13,674,743 for aircraft maintenance and logistical life cycle support on 49 C-12 aircraft at Corpus Christi, TX (42%); Patuxent River, MD (6%); Guantanamo Bay, Cuba (6%); Manama, Bahrain (6%); Atsugi, Japan (6%); Beaufort, SC (4%); San Angelo, TX (4%); Yuma, AZ (4%); New Orleans, LA (4%); Iwakuni, Japan (4%); New River, NC (3%); Kadena, Japan (3%); Manassas, VA (2%); Miramar, CA (2%); Futenma, Japan (2%); Misawa, Japan.

**JOINT STRIKE FIGHTER (F-35)**

Gentex Corp. received $82,490,177 for Joint Service Aircrew Masks for the JSF, and life support system and pilot flight equipment, which will provide chemical & biological protection to pilots.

Lockheed Martin received $10,019,765 for additional F-35 diminishing manufacturing sources electronic components for USAF ($5,860,335; 58.49%); USMC ($2,844,069; 28.38%), and USN ($1,315,361; 13.13%).

Lockheed Martin received $16,497,297 for deployable spares packages in support of LRIP Lot 9 F-35B.

Lockheed Martin received $18,000,000 for materials, parts, components and effort required to maintain the planned production schedule for one F-35A LRIP lot 11; two F-35A and one F-35B LRIP lot 12 for a non-U.S. DOD participant.

Lockheed Martin received $24,378,036 for three USAF F-35 full mission simulators.

Lockheed Martin received $26,450,000 for LRIP Lot 9 air vehicle initial spares to include F-35B aloft spares packages. Lockheed Martin received $37,249,243 for additional F-35 Block 3F upgrade: engineering, airworthiness, delta training, off-board mission system hardware.

Lockheed Martin received $136,588,895 for LRIP Lot 10 air vehicle initial spares to include F-35 common spares; F-35A, F-35B and F-35C unique spares; and aloft spares packages/deployment spares packages for USAF ($52,280,750; 38.3%); Navy ($1,303,033; 1%); USMC ($35,715,557; 26.1%); non-DoD participants ($27,755,423; 20.3%); FMS ($19,534,133; 14.3%).

Mountain West Precast received $19,453,853 to design and build composite hangars and aircraft maintenance unit that will house F-35A, hangar 40/42, and aircraft maintenance unit operations at Hill AFB.
United Technologies Corp. (Pratt & Whitney) received $21,000,000 for one LRIP lot 10 F-135-PW-600 engine for F-35B.

United Technologies Corp. received $38,459,410 for program administrative labor in support of F-135 engine sustainment efforts.

**RAPTOR (F-22)**

Lockheed Martin received $21,683,952 for work on F-22 heads-up display cathode ray tube mitigation to the digital light engine alternative. Lockheed Martin received $56,715,128 for F-22 sustainment at Hill AFB and Warren Robins AFB.

United Technologies (Pratt & Whitney) received $10,555,557 for F119 engine sustainment at East Hartford, CT; Edwards AFB; Elmendorf AFB; Hickam AFB; Hill AFB; Holloman AFB; Langley AFB; Nellis AFB; Sheppard AFB; Tinker AFB; Tyndall AFB.

**OSPREY (V-22)**

Bell-Boeing JPO received $8,002,860 for software and hardware upgrades on 19 Marine Corps V-22 (MV-22) flight training devices.

Bell-Boeing JPO received $11,705,904 for engineering efforts for the design and development of the Mission Computer Obsolescence Initiative Operation Test Program Set for the V-22 Osprey.

**EAGLE (F-15)**

Boeing received $27,500,000 for F-15 radar upgrades.

Boeing received $11,230,459 for F-15 E Flat Panel Up Front Control (UFC) program, which controls and displays status of communication navigation and identification systems. Sole-source.

Boeing received $13,200,000 to install MP-16 updates into F-15C and F-15E mission training center trainers at Seymour Johnson AFB, Mountain Home AFB, Langley AFB, Kadena AB, RAF Lakenheath.

**FALCON (F-16)**

L-3 Communications received $22,963,736 to repair F-16 Traveling Wave Tube. Meggitt Rockmart Inc. ($21,998,000) and American Fuel Cell & Coated Fabrics ($21,763,000) received funding for F-16 fuel cells. Nordam Group Inc. received $10,277,769 for F-16 wing flaps. Raytheon received $8,775,094 for F-16 Center Display Unit retrofit and organic depot maintenance stand-up. Sole-source.

**HORNET (F-18)**

BAE Systems received $15,154,822 for 82 APX-111(V) Mode 5 Combined Interrogator Transponders (CIT) and 154 Mode 5 CIT upgrade kits for U.S. Navy.
Boeing received $9,967,496 for systems engineering and logistic planning required for production acceptance test & eval of DSU-42/B Precision Laser Guidance Set, with the KMU-558 series guidance set as a GBU-56(V) 4/B. Includes integration of GBU-56(V) 4/B into F/A-18.

Boeing received $16,994,600 to repair sixty-one F-18 trailing edge flaps at Cecil Field, FL.

General Electric received $147,962,000 for repair, replacement and program support of 35 F404 engine components on F/A-18 A-D aircraft.

Honeywell received $18,305,117 for F/A-18 aircraft brakes. Sole-source, per 10 U.S. Code 2304(c)(1).

L-3 received $37,734,216 for FY2017 depot-level maintenance support and sustainment of up to thirteen F/A-18A/B/C/D aircraft.

NORDAM Group Inc. received $10,369,856 to repair F/A-18 inner wing panel. Sole-source, per 10 U.S.C. 2304(c)(1) and FAR 6.320-1.

Sierra Nevada Corp. received $7,860,000 to repair the Beacon Xmtr Assembly used in support of the F/A-18 aircraft. One company solicited non-competitively, per FAR 6.302-1 and 10 U.S. Code 2304(c)(1).

HORNET & GROWLER COMMON AIRFRAME

Boeing received $21,564,212 for F/A-18 and E/A-18G engineering & logistics to improve readiness and expand repair manual work packages & maintenance planning. Boeing received $22,497,888 to help incorporate Maritime Augmented Guidance with Integrated Controls for Carrier Approach & Recovery Precision Enabling Technologies (MAGIC CARPET) into F/A-18E/F and EA-18G flight control computer operational flight program (FCC OFP) and deliver 2 FCC OFP production software versions (39.2, 40.0). Includes modified Attitude Heading & Reference System (AHRS) software, installation tool kits, technical directives and FCC OFP & AHRS software technical publications.

L-3 received $21,117,316 for F/A-18E/F and EA-18G aircrew training device Naval Aviation Simulation Master Plan Systems Fidelity – One (NSF-1). L-3 received $9,637,408 for F/A-18E/F and EA-18G aircrew training device concurrency H14 System Configuration Set (SCS) / Operational Flight Program at NSA China Lake. Non-competitive, per 10 U.S.C. 2304(c) (1).

Raytheon received $63,027,735 for 18 AN/APG-79 Active Electronically Scanned Array radars for U.S. Navy F/A-18E/F and EA-18G ($60,026,415; 95%) and AN/APG-79 AESA radars for configuration D testing/upgrade for Australia ($3,001,320; 5%).

ELECTRONIC WARFARE AIRCRAFT (GROWLER & PROWLER)

Cobham Advanced Electronic Solutions received $16,762,458 to modify existing AN/ALQ-99 Low Band Transmitter system and deliver 3 test articles in support of EA-18G. This was non-competitive, per FAR 6.302.1.
Rockwell Collins Inc. received $7,513,321 for retrofit kits and workstation upgrades to 10 E-6B Block 1 aircraft.

**AIRBORNE EARLY WARNING (HAWKEYE & SENTRY)**

Northrop Grumman received $69,837,500 to support the U.S. Navy’s E-2D aircraft. Sole-source, per 10 U.S. Code 2304 (c)(1).

Northrop Grumman received $19,976,836 to integrate communication, cyber, and EW capabilities into E-2D. See contract for details.

Northrop Grumman received $13,235,000 to fabricate, assemble, integrate and install 17 Dual Satellite Communication kits on E-2D AHE aircraft. Also provides verification of associated technical directives (one airframe change, three avionic changes) and an operational checkout of the capabilities.

Rolls-Royce received $22,816,577 for up to 4 T56-A-427A spare engines; up to 4 power section modules; and up to 3 reduction gear box modules for E-2D.

**AIR BATTLE MANAGEMENT**

Cubic Defense Applications Inc. received $12,600,000 for repairs, technical, engineering, diagnostics, and field support services to maintain the ground data terminal to support the Surveillance Target Attack Radar System.

**LANCER (B-1)**

Harris Corp. received $9,800,000 to provide sustaining engineering (modifications & support) to B-1 Reprogrammable Electronic Warfare Systems Test (REWST) lab, B-52 electronic warfare mission data test lab, and 53rd Electronic Warfare Group (53 EWG) special test equipment at Eglin AFB, Edwards AFB, and Robins AFB. Sole-source.

Northrop Grumman received $80,000,000 for continuing software engineering for AN/ALQ-161A and work on special access programs. Sole-source.

Orbital ATK received $12,183,259 for B-1B aircraft structural panels. Sole-source per 10 U.S. Code 2304(c)(1).

**SPIRIT (B-2)**


L-3 received $8,942,966 for work on B-2: resolve obsolescence associated with maintenance training system multifunction display unit, aircrew training system main power cabinet, and small computer system interface.

Raytheon received $59,619,414 to repair B-2 radar antenna parts. Sole-source.
United Technology Corp. (AMI) received $14,374,531 for B-2 Advanced Conception Ejection Seat II Safety & Sustainability Program (SSIP). Sole-source.

**STRATOFORTRESS (B-52)**

Boeing received $9,649,656 for B-52 combat network communications technology (CONECT) full-rate production spares & modification of LRIP spares.

**POSEIDON (P-8) & ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE**

Boeing received $7,714,317 for work to establish depot maintenance capabilities at Fleet Readiness Center Southeast, Jacksonville, FL, for P-8A Aircraft Stores Management System. Non-competitive, per FAR 6.302-1.

Boeing received $8,395,453 for initial P-8A aircraft aircrew and maintenance training devices spares.

Boeing received $13,321,400 to incorporate electronic warfare self-protection 6th sensor additions into 16 P-8A Lot 5, full-rate production one, P-8A.

Boeing received $17,336,797 to incorporate early warning self-protection LAIRCM, system processor replacement & Project 360 on P-8A for U.S. Navy ($12,486,453; 72.02%); Australia ($4,850,334; 27.98%).

Rockwell Collins Inc. received $27,000,728 to establish depot capability for P-8A HF-121C and ARC-210 radio components at Fleet Readiness Center Southwest [PDF].

**STRATEGIC AIRLIFT**

ABB Inc. received $13,667,175 for T56 engine temperature controls. Sole-source per 10 U.S. Code 2304(c)(1).

Creative Times Inc. received $9,300,000 to design and build HC-130-J open-air wash rack and support facility at Davis-Mothan AFB.

Lockheed Martin received $9,777,939 to incorporate a portion of initial spares for C-130J multi-year fleet program.

Lockheed Martin received $14,868,238 for C-5 contractor logistics support services (supply chain management, repair, technical support). Sole-source.

**AERIAL REFUELING**

Boeing received $12,109,244 as part of a settlement agreement. This funds equitable adjustment for costs incurred related to KC-46 engineering and manufacturing development, and LRIP Lot 1 and Lot 2.

CAE USA Inc. received $31,939,539 to support KC-135 aircrew training systems at Altus AFB, Seymour Johnson AFB, MacDill AFB, Fairchild AFB, Hickam AFB, March ARB,
Milwaukee Air National Guard Base, Scott AFB, Grissom AFB, McConnell AFB, Pittsburgh ANG Base, Kadena Air Base, and Mildenhall AB.

Northrop Grumman received $8,995,854 for worldwide KC-10 contractor logistics support (incl. McGuire AFB, Travis AFB, Hickam AFB, Yakota AB, Tinker AFB).

Northrop Grumman received $8,895,648 for engineering, platform installation & integration support, and test & evaluation on AN/AAQ-24 Large Aircraft Infrared Countermeasures (to be integrated into KC-130J).

Omega Aerial Refueling Co. received $12,517,515 for contractor-owned and -operated aircraft services in support of Contracted Air Services (CAS), which provide aerial refueling services for DOD and govt. agencies, FMS & contractors in Norfolk, VA (45%); Victorville, CA (35%); OCONUS, including Guam, Denmark, Belgium, and UK (20%).

Parker Hannifin Corp. received $9,874,944 to support the KC-135 aircraft.

OTHER FIXED WING AIRCRAFT

BAE Systems received $12,690,200 for eight Improved Avionics Intermediate Shop (IAIS) midlife upgrade kits. Sole-source.

Crane Co. received $18,000,000 for various landing gear components. Sole-per 10 U.S. Code 2304 (c)(1).

KIHOMAC received $23,663,595 for A-10 rudders. Meggitt Rockmart Inc. ($8,381,322) and American Fuel Cell & Coated Fabrics ($8,073,981) received funding for A-10 fuel cells. Northrop Grumman received $45,852,043 for A-10 sustainment.

Meggitt (Orange County) Inc. received $7,125,000 for high gravity accelerometers for Excalibur and other telemetry programs.

Raytheon received $254,550,316 for continued design, development, manufacture, integration, and test of Joint Precision Approach & Landing System (JPALS). Non-competitive, per 10 U.S. Code 2304(c)(5) and FAR 6.302-5.

Triumph Engine Controls Systems received $8,621,592 for jet engine fuel pumps.

AIR FORCE RESEARCH LAB

AEGis Technologies Group Inc. received $8,184,706 for R&D re: how directed energy affects aerospace systems and re: aerospace platform susceptibilities.

Alion Science & Technology Corp. received $48,338,166 for R&D on decision support elements of operational simulations.

Frontier Technology Inc. received $9,681,889 to mature a decision-making and analysis toolset in order to provide efficiencies and incorporate additional analysis capabilities from customer requirements for the combat identification portfolio. Also includes technology alternatives & technology demonstration. Sole-source.
General Dynamics and Universal Technology Corp. received a shared $46,600,000 for R&D associated with the Manufacturing & Industrial Technologies program: aim to bridge gap between military manufacturing requirements and industrial capabilities for AFRL.

Northrop Grumman received $9,513,137 for human language technologies (HLT). Objectives include better use of context in HLT algorithms, on-line learning of translations and transliterations for out-of-vocabulary words, advanced computational methods, data discovery capabilities and audiovisual & text processing for multilingual multimedia information extraction.

Technology Service Corp. (TSC) received $48,683,329 for Rapid Reaction Technologies & Systems Small Business Innovation Research III effort: prototyping processes and modular architectures to deliver mission critical and urgent technological capabilities. Sole-source.

UES Inc. and Universal Technology Corp. received a shared $43,750,000 for R&D associated with technical operations program: develop areas of materials integrity, acquisition systems support, and logistics system support which could include synthesis, formulation and mechanics of new and improved materials; materials characterization & processing; interfacial chemistry, physics & transport properties; and analysis, implement improvements to production processes.

Universal Technology Corp. received $7,893,410 for R&D on application of flight vehicle guidance, navigation and control laws.

**HELICOPTERS**

AAR Parts Trading received $8,663,292 for aircraft turbine nozzle assemblies. Limited competition, per FAR 6.302-1.

BAE Systems received $29,400,000 for production and repair of AN/ASN-157 Doppler navigation set. Sole-source.

Boeing received $13,059,747 for one additional Longbow crew trainer.

Boeing received $8,407,302 for the Highly Integrated Air Data Computer, Phase Two (updating for obsolescence).

**Gentex Corp.** received $11,989,112 for HGU-56/P aircrew integrated helmet system and components.

Honeywell International received $15,539,312 to repair APN-209 radar altimeter receiver transmitters, test voice chips in the transmitters, and work on updating design of common core radar altimeters.

Lockheed Martin (Sikorsky) received $10,824,900 for helicopter mechanical transmissions. Sole-source, per FAR 6.302.2, unusual and compelling urgency.

Lockheed Martin (Sikorsky) received $63,917,000 for rotary wing blades. Sole-source, per FAR 6.302-2, unusual and compelling urgency.
Lockheed Martin (Sikorsky) received $90,207,549 for non-personal technical field service in support of the UH-60 Blackhawk.

Lockheed Martin (Sikorsky) received $232,075,337 for two CH-53K system demonstration test article aircraft.

Longbow LLC received $13,886,844 for 14 additional radar electronic units. Longbow LLC received $15,166,741 for engineering services for laser hellfire missiles.

M1 Support Services LP received $79,563,572 for UH-1N helicopter maintenance, aircrew flight equipment maintenance, and weapons maintenance services 24/7 at Malmstrom AFB; Minot AFB; F.E. Warren AFB; Yokota AB.

Northrup Grumman received $18,264,420 for tech refresh mission computers and trays on Lot 13 AH-1Z and UH-1Y for U.S. Navy (67%); Pakistan (33%).

PAS MRO Inc. received $22,772,275 to repair UH-60 hydraulic pumps.

Physical Optics Corp. received $75,953,328 for Advanced Data Transfer System components for UH-1Y, AH-1Z, MH-60R, MH-60S, and H-53K for U.S. Navy ($66,759,907; 87.9%); Australia ($5,262,958; 6.93%); Denmark ($2,775,614; 3.65%); Saudi Arabia ($1,154, 849; 1.52%). Funding also provides test & evaluation, repair, and engineering support services. Non-competitive, per 10 U.S. Code 2304(c)(5) and FAR 6.302-5.

Raytheon received $7,095,256 for circuit cards, data process terminals, disk drives and printers. Sole-source per FAR 6.302-1.

URS Federal Services received $19,861,976 for rotary wing flight training instructor support services for Army Aviation Center of Excellence in Daleville, AL.

GENERAL AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE

Boeing received $17,625,473 for guidance and navigation system repairs for multiple aircraft platforms.

Boeing received $8,329,530 for umbrella engineering support on multiple Boeing commercial derivative aircraft.

Chromalloy San Diego Corp. received $11,641,758 to remanufacture the F108 Stage 1 low-pressure turbine nozzle segments. Work in Mexicalli, Mexico.

GKN Aerospace Chem-Tronics Inc. received $9,710,000 for aircraft fan ducts.

International Logistics Group received $38,531,105 for aircraft painters to support daily operations on C-5, C-17, C-130, and F-15 at Robins AFB.

Interstate Electronics Corp. received $36,379,160 for flight test instrumentation engineering services support.
L-3 received $13,092,119 for maintenance, repair, and logistics support for Chief of Naval Air Training aircraft's intermediate maintenance departments at NAS Pensacola (60%) and NAS Corpus Christi (40%).

L-3 received $49,168,992 for T-1A contract logistics support (supply & maintenance, data & field service reps) at Vance AFB, Columbus AFB, Randolph AFB, Laughlin AFB, and NAS Pensacola.

L-3 received $166,263,229 for maintenance and logistics services in support of ~200 T-45 based at NAS Meridian, NAS Kingsville, NAS Pensacola, NAS Patuxent River.

MarathonNorco Aerospace received $9,461,716 for battery cells. Sole-source, per 10 U.S. Code 2304(c)(1).

Northrup Grumman received $9,800,000 for sustaining engineering on test facilities threat simulators (B-1, B-2, B-52, fighter test facilities) at Eglin AFB; Edwards AFB; Robins AFB. Sole-source.

RC Construction Co. Inc. & Gene Nims Builders Inc. JV received $7,576,954 for renovation & repair of 307th Aircraft Maintenance building at Barksdale AFB.

Rolls-Royce Corp. received $62,120,761 for maintenance and logistics on ~223 in-service T-45 F405-RR-401 Adour engines at NAS Meridian (47%); NAS Kingsville (46%); NAS Pensacola (6%); NAS Patuxent River (1%).

Zephyr International received $7,695,424 for aircraft mounted winches. Sole-source per FAR 6.302-1(a)(2).

**AIRCRAFT PODS & SENSORS**

BAE Systems received $249,401,819 for Common Missile Warning Systems (CMWS) & spare parts, systems engineering, technical work, and logistics.

Blue Storm Associates Inc. received $49,500,000 for the Atmospheric Sensing & Prediction System (sensor placed on aircraft to increase weather data).

Coherent Technical Services Inc. received $8,698,446 for work on Air Vehicle Communication in a Denied Environment. Non-competitive, per FAR 6.302-5.

L-3 received $15,373,674 for Wide Area 6-Degree Payload effort.

Northrop Grumman received $64,739,298 for vehicle and dismount exploitation radar ground moving target indicator [PDF] and support services.

Raytheon received $10,240,746 for two multi-spectral targeting systems (MTS) configuration “C” for U.S. Navy. Non-competitive, per 10 U.S. Code 2304(c)(1).

Rockwell Collins Inc. received $115,572,602 for additional AN/ARC-210 radios [PDF] and ancillary equipment for various domestic and FMS aircraft.

**AIRCRAFT COUNTERMEASURES**
Boeing received $99,049,562 for Large Aircraft Infrared Countermeasures (LAIRCM) Block 30 hardware as contractor furnished equipment.

Harris Corp. received $54,928,643 for engineering services (interface, redesign, data development, manufacturing & delivery of prototypes) applicable to AN/ALQ-172 Line Replaceable Unit-1 countermeasures receiver. Sole-source.

Kilgore Flares Co. received $12,789,775 for MJU-61A/B decoy flares for PMA272 Air Expendable Countermeasures Program for USAF (73%); U.S. Navy (23%); Norway (4%).

Lockheed Martin received $8,100,089 for USAF countermeasure receivers. Sole-source per FAR Part 6.301-1(a)(2).

Northrop Grumman received $7,618,681 for 80 Large Aircraft Infrared Countermeasures.

Northrop Grumman received $149,663,654 for hardware, production test stations, and technical support to integrate the Large Aircraft Infrared Countermeasures (LAIRCM) on combat aircraft (incl. USSOCOM) and Australia. This was not competitively procured pursuant to FAR 6.302-1.
AEGIS

Lockheed Martin received $13,249,754 for Technical Insertion 16 equipment for Aegis sites production requirements.

Lockheed Martin received $157,418,328 for DDG 116-118 Aegis follow-on support services. Non-competitive, per 10 U.S.C. 2304(c)(1).

LITTORAL COMBAT SHIP (LCS)

BAE Systems received $9,821,638 for post shakedown availabilities (PSA) on USS Jackson (LCS 6) and USS Montgomery (LCS 8).

Lockheed Martin received $15,402,236 for engineering and management services on LCS-9 post shakedown availability.

SHIP MAINTENANCE

Accenture Federal Services received $18,236,809 to continue development, testing, and implementation of Electronic Technical Work Document (eTWD) system, which will provide an interactive electronic documentation system to track maintenance and modernization aboard ship and shore facilities.

Alion Science & Technology received $71,199,958 for Landing Craft Utility 2000 service life extension plan and on-condition cyclic maintenance.

BAE Systems received $16,045,915 for 102-calendar day shipyard availability for the regular overhaul and dry-docking of USNS Sacagawea (T-AKE 2). BAE Systems received $22,073,190 for scheduled selected repair availability (SRA) of USS Chung Hoon (DDG-93).

General Dynamics received $21,024,781 for USS Gonzalez (DDG 66) FY2017 extended dry-docking selected restricted availability. General Dynamic received $9,676,456 to repair USS Tortuga (LSD-46) fiscal 2017 continuous maintenance availability.

Huntington Ingalls received $17,700,000 for planning of USS Helena (SSN 725) dry-docking selected restricted availability. Non-competitively, per 10 U.S. Code 2304(c)(1). Huntington Ingalls Inc. received $17,362,574 for continued engineering, technical, design, and hull planning yard services in support of U.S. Navy’s operational aircraft carrier fleet, specifically Gerald R. Ford-class operations and Nimitz-class propulsion plant work.

Huntington Ingalls Inc. received $14,086,298 for USS Ramage (DDG 61) FY2017 extended selected restricted availability. Huntington Ingalls received $12,269,190 for USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN 69) FY2017 planned incremental availability planning requirement. Not competitive, per FAR 6.302-1. Huntington Ingalls Inc. received
$8,023,361 for a planning yard for CG 47 class ships and for pre-fabrication of critical structural components by vendor to support USS Chosin special select restricted availability.

ManTech received $11,928,255 for specific systems operation, sustainment, and support services on Navy Ship Maintenance & Logistics Information Systems (SMLIS) program.

Mikros Systems Corp. received $48,000,000 to provide Adaptive Diagnostic Electronic Portable Test Distance Support Sensor Suite (ADSSS) units, associated spare parts, and engineering services. Procured non-competitive.

Vigor Marine received $7,066,873 for emergent dry-docking of USS Howard (DDG-83) to accomplish repairs to the Port Controllable Pitch Propeller System. Vigor Marine LLC received $7,694,735 for 82-calendar day shipyard availability for the mid-term availability of USNS Rappahannock (T-AO 204).

Wyle Laboratories received $41,790,995 for engineering and technical services (proficiency training, technical guidance & advice) on naval aviation weapons systems & platforms to prevent/treat corrosion throughout sustainment life-cycle.

SHIP WEAPONRY

Arete Associates received $7,872,779 to develop active & passive sensors for threat detection and localization in maritime environment. Arete will develop, integrate, test, and evaluate sensors of Surface Ship Periscope Detection & Discrimination Future Naval Capabilities program.

Argon ST Inc. received $10,206,776 for nine AN/SLQ-25A/C countermeasure decoy systems and spares.

BAE Systems received $10,580,175 for MK 21 Vertical Launching System (VLS) Canister production requirements. MK 41 VLS is installed onboard Navy surface ships to launch a variety of missiles (SM, Tomahawk, Evolved Seasparrow, etc.)

BAE Systems received $25,427,512 for FY2016 production of MK 38 MOD 3 Machine Gun System for U.S. Navy (84%); Philippines (8%); Jordan (8%). Work in Hafia, Israel (67%); Louisville, KY (33%). Non-competitive, per FAR 6.302-1(a)(2).

General Dynamics received $8,904,604 for Surface Electronic Warfare Improvement Program (SEWIP) Block 1B3 full-rate production.

L-3 received $20,138,900 for MK 20 Electro-Optical Sensor Systems, radar cross section kits, support services, and depot spares for USN (79%) and Japan (21%). This was not competitively procured per 10 U.S.C. 2304(c)(1).

Lockheed Martin received $148,905,000 for full rate production of Surface Electronic Warfare Improvement Program (SEWIP) Block 2 subsystems (AN/SLQ-32).

Lockheed Martin received $10,861,910 for FY2016 production of AN/SQQ-89A(V)15 Surface Ship Undersea Warfare Systems. Involves FMS to Japan.
Northrop Grumman received $16,393,168 for MK54 Mod 0 lightweight torpedo (LWT) array kits, factory test equipment, production support material, and related engineering & hardware repair services for U.S. Navy (98%) and Thailand (2%) upgrades.

Northrop Grumman received $38,648,663 for production and engineering on prototype test articles/commercially equivalent equipment for display and processing hardware and test bed simulators used for Ship Self Defense System development.

Prism Maritime LLC; STIMULUS Engineering Services Inc.; and Superior Marine Solutions LLC received a combined $49,900,000 for installation and de-installation of surface electronic warfare systems on ship hulls for USN (87.8%); Saudi Arabia (4.8%); Taiwan (5.3%); and Philippines (2.1%).

Raytheon received $7,083,900 for FY2017 engineering services on Air & Missile Defense Radar Program S (AMDR-S) Band Radar, including: suite & combat system integration; additional radar characterizations; and system certification.

Saab received $38,069,123 to design, manufacture, test AN/SPN-50(V)1 radar system for air traffic control aboard USN aircraft carriers & amphibious ships.

SAIC received $30,847,527 for MK 48 Mod 7 heavyweight torpedo afterbody / tailcone sections, test equipment, production support material, engineering support, and hardware repair support.

**SUBMARINES**

Continental Electronics Corp. received $11,428,777 to replace system elements of the Fixed Submarine Broadcast System (FSBS) very low frequency and low frequency transmitter equipment. Non-competitive, per 10 U.S.C. 2304(c)(1).

General Dynamics received $329,590,285 for design agent, planning yard, engineering and technical support for active nuclear submarines. General Dynamic received no initial funding ($400,000,000 possible) to repair in-service nuclear-powered subs, special mission submersibles, moored training ships, and sub support facilities. Per 10 U.S. Code 2304(c)(1), non-competitive.

General Dynamics received $105,524,223 for Sea Dragon Phase 2: planning to support ground and sea-based testing.

Hamilton Sundstrand Corp. received $13,928,494 for Advanced Carbon Dioxide Removal Unit Qualification Unit and testing. This is a self-contained CO2 removal unit [PDF] for submarines. Non-competitive, per 10 U.S. Code 2304(c)(1).

Huntington Ingalls Inc. received $109,917,238 for engineering, technical, and design services; configuration management; integrated logistics support; database management; R&D; modernization; and industrial support for nuclear submarines. This will also support special mission submersible interfaces and submarine support facilities. Huntington Ingalls received $400,000,000 to repair submarines, moored training ships, and support facilities. Non-competitive, per 10 U.S. Code 2304(c)(1).
Lockheed Martin received $19,792,359 for engineering and technical services for the integration Submarine Warfare Federated Tactical Systems (SWFTS) on new construction and in-service submarines.

L-3 received $8,850,792 for spare parts and cylinders for Universal Modular Mast Systems. Supplies cover parts for Virginia- and SSGN-class submarines.

L-3 received $46,598,315 to develop/produce a first article TB-29X thin line towed array assembly & receiver unit, production towed array assemblies & receiver units, test sets, shipping reels, tech manual & curriculum, and orders. TB-29X is a thin line towed array passive sonar receiver for Navy subs.

Oceaneering International Inc. and General Dynamics received $38,097,870 and $48,478,009 respectively to provide engineering and technical services in support of the sub safety program, and Level I material work onboard Seawolf, Los Angeles, Ohio, and Virginia class subs and foreign national submarines at shipyards in Norfolk, VA; Puget Sound, WA; and Pearl Harbor, HI.

Panavision Federal Systems received $11,053,722 for technical engineering services and material associated with Affordable Modular Panoramic Photonics Mast (AMPPM). Not competitively, per 10 U.S. Code 2304(c)(1), for Naval Undersea Warfare Center, Newport, RI, USA.

Rolls-Royce received $7,393,149 for Advanced Material Propeller Program Phase III. This supports Advanced Material Propeller Future Naval Capability Program, which aims to develop a non-pitch adapting composite propeller design and manufacturing for a full-scale submarine. Non-competitive, per FAR 6.302-1.

**SHIP OPERATION – THIRD PARTY**

Crowley Government Services Inc. received $12,401,123 for operation and maintenance of five government-owned, roll-on/roll-off and container vessels in support of deployed U.S. forces worldwide. Crowley Technical Management Inc. received $43,882,722 for operation and maintenance of six government-owned maritime prepositioning force ships (USNS Bobo, USNS Button, USNS Lopez, USNS Lummus, USNS Williams, USNS Stockham) in support of MSC.

Hornbeck Offshore Operators received $28,056,820 for operation and maintenance of four blocking vessels for MSC.

Ocean Ships Inc. received $21,688,820 for operation and maintenance of two expeditionary transfer dock ships, USNS Montford Point and USNS John Glenn.

Patriot Contract Services received $60,660,211 to continue support of MSC’s worldwide prepositioning requirements: operation & maintenance of Watson-class large medium-speed roll-on/roll-off ships (USNS Charlton, USNS Dahl, USNS Pomeroy, USNS Red Cloud, USNS Sisler, USNS Watkins, USNS Watson, USNS Soderman).

Sealift Inc. received $7,339,785 for time charter of U.S. flagged, self-sustaining ship M/V MAJ Bernard F. Fisher, to preposition ammunition and supplies in support of USAF at-sea prepositioning program. Anticipated primary places are Diego Garcia and South...
Korea. Sealift Inc. received $16,071,315 to charter MV LTC John U.D. Page for prepositioning and transportation for U.S. Army. Sealift Inc. received $11,917,250 to charter MV SSG Edward A. Carter Jr. for prepositioning and transportation of cargo for U.S. Army. Sealift Inc. received $18,158,750 to provide U.S. flagged self-sustaining vessel HSV Westpac Express for passenger and cargo transportation for III MEF.

U.S. Marine Management Inc. received $34,501,319 to operate and maintain six Navy Oceanographic Survey Ships (T-AGS).

OTHER NAVAL CONTRACTS

Austral USA received $248,898,142 for long lead-time material and for detail design & construction of 11th and 12th Expeditionary Fast Transport (EPF) vessels (formerly Joint High Speed Vessel).

Booz Allen Hamilton received $37,784,964; General Dynamics received $34,680,268; ODME Solutions LLC received $34,958,961; Scientific Research Corp. received $34,958,961; Solute Inc. received $29,643,883 for command and control (C2), communications, computers & intelligence (C4I) software support and system maintenance for Space & Naval Warfare Systems Center Pacific (SSC Pacific) Maritime Global Command and Control System Family of Systems Project, and other C2/C4I projects. Some FMS.

CACI Inc. received $10,144,285 for logistics and training support re: shipboard non-tactical automated data processing and USN tactical comms management in Norfolk, VA (35%); San Diego, CA (35%); throughout the globe (20%); Cherry Point (10%). Non-competitive, per FAR 6.302-2 and 10 U.S.C. 2304(c)(2).

Chesapeake Technology International Corp. received $12,835,000 for ~66,000 hours of systems development services in support of DOD Joint Electronic Attack & Compatibility Office (JEACO). Not competitively procured, per FAR 6.302-1.

Colonial Assembly & Design (CA&D) received $37,191,138 for design & fabrication, prototyping, and technology integration related to circuit board design and radio frequency distribution assemblies, synthetic rope assemblies, mechanical fabrication, and fabric assemblies. Efforts support Weapons Control & Integration Department, NSWCDD.

Conley & Associates Inc. (CAI) received $7,241,107 for sustainment services on U.S. Army watercraft systems. One bid solicited, one received.

Epsilon Systems Solutions Inc. and General Dynamics received a shared $30,000,000 for hyperbaric systems support (inspect, maintain, repair, overhaul, design, fabricate, install) at DOD installations worldwide. Systems include: recompression chamber facilities, diver training facilities, escape trainer facilities, hyperbaric medical facilities, surface supplied diving facilities, and dive lockers.

FCX Systems Inc. received $7,115,900 for solid state frequency converters, which provide 450 VAC, 400Hz electrical power to onboard CVN-68 ships.
Huntington Ingalls Inc. received $19,140,000 for LX(R) Amphibious Ship Replacement Program design acceleration.

Isotech North America received $7,053,000 for portable high & low temperature calibrators (used to calibrate bi-metal and digital thermometers, temperature switches with bulb or coil probes, process control or monitoring temperature instrumentation, and temperature reading instruments).

Orbital Sciences Corp. received $28,712,100 for 7 full-rate production Lot 10 GQM-163A Coyote Supersonic Sea Skimming Target base vehicles for U.S. Navy (5 for $21,375,357; 75%); Japan (2 for $7,336,743; 25%). Not competitive, per FAR 6.302-1.

Phoenix International Holdings Inc. received $49,500,000 for diving services such as waterborne ship repair, inspection & maintenance in Largo, MD (23%); Chula Vista, CA (23%); Norfolk VA (22%); Bayou Vista, LA (22%); Pearl City, HI (10%).

Progeny Systems Corp. received $9,598,875 for work on Maritime Airborne Service Oriented Architecture Integration for NAWCAD.

Raytheon received $48,959,898 for Cooperative Engagement Capability (CEC) design agent and engineering services efforts. CEC is a sensor netting system that significantly improves battle force anti-air warfare.

Raytheon received $22,000,000 for engineering services in support of DDG 1000 Zumwalt class destroyer program.

Raytheon received $12,580,246 for work on integrated shipboard electronics suite for the USS Fort Lauderdale (LPD 28) amphibious transport dock.

Rolls Royce received $11,448,116 for Product Improvement Program engineering. PIP maintains readiness, safety, and mission effectiveness of Rolls Royce systems. Non-competitive, per 10 U.S.C. 2304(c)(1).

SAIC received $9,675,674 for the Mine Warfare & Environmental Decision Aids Library (MEDAL) program, which provides mine warfare situational awareness, mission planning/evaluation, and asset management software.

Systems Application & Technologies Inc. received $20,422,172 for continued support (design, develop, procure, build, install, test, evaluate, calibrate, modify, operate, maintain aircraft & engines) for NAVAIR’s Air Vehicle Modification & Instrumentation Department for USA, commercial, and foreign gov. customers at Patuxent River, MD (95%); China Lake, CA (2.5%); Point Mugu, CA (2.5%).

Truston Technologies; Sound & Sea Technology Inc.; GPA Technologies; PCCI; MAR Range Services received $28,000,000 for worldwide ocean engineering services in support of projects involving ocean cable systems and ocean work systems (e.g. shipboard load handling systems & undersea work). Also provides waterfront facilities, offshore structures, ocean construction equipment.
Walashek Industrial & Marine Inc.; QED Systems Inc.; and Delphinus Engineering Inc. received a combined $14,000,000 for marine touch labor support on U.S. naval ships/vessels.

World Wide Technology Inc. received $9,300,000 for commercial firewall hardware and incidental services at one of four naval shipyards.

Wyle Laboratories Inc. received $16,324,071 for operational contractor support services aircrew to augment naval test wing squadrons: NAS Patuxent River (94%); NAS Point Mugu (5%); NAS China Lake (1%).

**COMMUNICATIONS**

BAE Systems received $47,671,140 for Network Tactical Common Data Link systems that includes a design, development test and LRIP.

DRS Advanced ISR received $9,330,737 for Link 11 and Link 22 Data Terminal Set (DTS) development and production.

Long Wave Inc. received $11,651,100 for High Frequency Global Communications System (HFGCS) antenna program support (engineering, labor, parts, materials) for antenna systems inspections, installation, maintenance at: Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson; Beale AFB; Naval Computer & Telecommunications Area Master Station, HI; Offutt AFB; Joint Base Andrews; USAF Isabella, Puerto Rico; USAF Ascension Auxiliary Air Field; RAF Croughton; Lajes Field; NAS Sigonella; Diego Garcia; Naval Computer & Telecommunications Area Master Station West Pacific (NCTAMS PAC); Yokota AB.

Raytheon received $32,773,127 for NATO Improved Link Eleven (NILE)/Link 22 Modernized Link Level COMSEC (LLC 7M) production and sustainment. NILE LLC 7M is a controlled cryptographic item (NSA certified) used in airborne, surface, subsurface and ground based applications by the NILE nations (Canada, France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, USA), FMS cases, and as Link 22 third parties in the future. Non-competitively, per 10 U.S.C. 2304(c)(1) & (FAR Subpart 6.302-1).

**NANOELECTRONICS**

UES Inc. received $42,000,000 for Nanoelectronic Materials Optimization: R&D on advanced materials for magnetic, electronic, and electro-optical applications leading to improved nanomaterials, material processes, and devices for digital, radio frequency, radar, infrared detector, opto-electronic, secure communication, power generation, sensing, and control applications.

**INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY**

Calibre Systems Inc. received $9,434,384 for operating and support management information system technical support services at Fort Belvoir.

DLT Solutions LLC received $14,309,826 for extension of Oracle unlimited license agreement and enterprise license agreement.
iWorks Corp. received $19,500,000 for continuous process improvement/Lean Six Sigma support services.

Jacobs Technology Inc. received $22,612,695 for Air Operations Center (AOC) interim sustainment services (engineering & tech services) at Joint Base Langley-Eustis, VA. Sole-source.

Mantech received $28,000,000 to develop and maintain Product J product line. One bid solicited, one received.

NexTech Solutions LLC Orange Park, FL received $29,417,162 for riverbed licenses, technical support and maintenance.

PCMG Inc. received $8,134,150 to procure lightweight 2-in-1 devices in support of SECDEF’s mandated Windows 10 deployment (aiming for 20,000 devices; starting with 5,000 devices).

Transource Computers received $7,322,903 to procure lightweight 2-in-1 devices in support of SECDEF’s mandated Windows 10 deployment. DOD later issued (30 Sept 2016) a correction, which deemed this contractor and monetary award amount as “incorrect.” No other particulars were released.

Triangle Experience Group Inc. received $49,490,000 to fabricate, integrate, verify, operate, and validate controlled interfaces and Lazarus Cross Domain Solution.

COMPUTERS

Veteran Information Technologies Inc. (VIT) received $9,449,000 for office desktop form factor laptop (8,437); mini/micro/ultra-small form factor desktop with docking station (30); laptop 14" (3,662); 2-in-1 tablet with docking station (1,255); Dell Latitude tablet (70); and flat panel monitor 22" (5,314).

SATELLITE LAUNCHES

InDyne Inc. received $71,528,739 to extend infrastructure operations and maintenance services at Cape Canaveral AFS (45 SW) and annexes. Space Coast Launch Services received $23,135,931 for launch operations support at Cape Canaveral AFS (45 SW).

Range Generation Next LLC received $95,692,752 for Launch & Test Range System (LTRS) integrated support contract operations, maintenance, and sustainment at Western Range near Vandenberg AFB and Eastern Range near Patrick AFB.

United Launch Services LLC received $860,782,114 for Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle launch capability for the Delta IV and Atlas V families of launch vehicles at Centennial, CO; Vandenberg AFB; Cape Canaveral Air Station.

SATELLITES

The Aerospace Corp. received $844,289,847 for systems engineering and integration support for the national space community in El Segundo, CA.
Boeing received $46,216,088 to support the Wideband Satellite Communications Operational Management System. Boeing received $12,893,727 as part of a settlement agreement concerning funding costs incurred related to Wideband Global SATCOM satellite vehicles 7 & 8; and wideband digital channelizer upgrade engineering.

Harris received $10,897,190 for three months of operations, maintenance and logistics of Air Force Satellite Control Network (AFSCN) at Schriever AFB; Colorado Springs, CO; Ellison Onizuka Satellite Operations Facility & Vandenberg Tracking Station, Vandenberg AFB; Diego Garcia Station; Guam Tracking Station, Andersen AFB; Hawaii Tracking Station, Kaena Point, Oahu, HI; New Boston AFS, NH; Eastern Vehicle Checkout Facility, Cape Canaveral AFS; Thule Tracking Station, Thule Air Base, Greenland.

Lockheed Martin received $45,047,020 for Space-Based Infrared System (SBIRS) contractor logistics support (CLS), legacy sustainment, and combined task force support. Lockheed Martin received $127,485,710 for SBIRS CLS.

Lockheed Martin received $89,486,334 to implement acoustic testing and verification on AEHF satellite vehicles 5 and 6 as a risk reduction effort.

Lockheed Martin received $395,000,000 for GPS III Space Vehicles 09 and 10.

Milpower Inc. received $29,541,187 to provide 100- and 200-watt power amplifiers and engineering services for the Digital Modular Radio program to meet Mobile User Objective System (MUOS) fleet modernization and Navy requirements. Work is in San Diego, CA, for SPAWAR.

Northrop Grumman received $10,075,944 for Defense Support Program (DSP) sustainment (mission threat analysis).

Raytheon received $26,773,690 for integrated maintenance of the satellite communications set and defense satellite communications system electronic counter-counter measure control subsystem – central component and remote component.

**MISSILE DEFENSE AGENCY (MDA) & ICBM**

BAE Systems received $8,211,088 to help perform integration, sustaining engineering, and program management for Minuteman III at Hill AFB.

Boeing received $7,312,788 for an equitable adjustment as a result of late government-furnished property for Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center, Hill AFB. A previous portion of this contract was issued 25 June 2012 regarding wafers for the Minuteman III missile system. Another portion of this contract was issued 18 Sept 2013 regarding instrumentation wafer components and support.

Lockheed Martin received $106,157,252 for Trident II missile production, Life Extension development and production, and Deployed Systems Support.

Raytheon received $9,275,274 to upgrade the Minuteman Minimum Emergency Essential Communication Network Program and Minuteman Minimum Program upgrade for Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center, Hill AFB.
Torch Technologies Inc. received $62,805,033 to provide MDA with engineering support for flight test & ground test provisioning, test infrastructure, and advance technology. Work in Huntsville, AL; Colorado Springs, CO; Reagan Test Site in the Marshall Islands; Wake Island; Kirtland AFB; Dahlgren, VA; and Pacific Missile Range Facility, HI.

MISSILES, BOMBS, ROCKETS, PROJECTILES

American Ordnance LLC received $32,882,557 for M795 155mm projectiles with TNT.

BAE Systems received $10,020,925 for combined heat and power cogeneration system, de-aerator system, and natural gas boilers in support of relocating Area A functions to Area B at Holston Army Ammunition Plant (HSAAP).

Boeing received $700,000,000 for Small Diameter Bomb Increment 1 (SDB 1) lot 12-14 production. This involves unnamed FMS. Sole-source.

EFW Inc. received $102,683,670 for 60mm, 81mm, and 120mm mortar weapons systems.

General Dynamics and Orbital ATK received $84,671,008 for testing and production of M1028 120mm canister cartridge.

Jamaica Bearings Co. received $26,958,526 for unmounted, antifriction bearings.

Jenoptik Advanced Systems received $20,703,734 for spare kits. Sole-source, per 10 U.S. Code 2304 (c)(1).

L-3 received $9,432,032 to complete qualifications of components to be used in the medium-range ballistic missile targets.

Manu Kai LLC received $77,985,254 for range operations support and base operations support services at Pacific Missile Range Facility, Kauai, HI.

Northrop Grumman received $64,861,324 to support the air and missile defense workstation requirement and the Army common operating environment/integrated air & missile defense battle command system integration.

Orbital ATK Inc. received $14,726,588 to convert AGM-88B HARM into 19 full-rate production Lot 5 Advanced Anti-Radiation Guided Missile (AARGM) all-up-rounds. Orbital ATK received $9,270,100 for 475 of LRIP (lot 2) Hard Target Void Sensing Fuze system.

Raytheon received $7,952,646 for field team support services for AMRAAM development test mission support including test planning, test operations, test reporting, and telemetry analysis at: Eglin AFB; Utah Test & Training Range; White Sands Missile Range; NAWs China Lake; Edward AFB; Nevada Test & Training Range; Tyndall AFB. This involves unnamed FMS. Sole-source.
Raytheon received $9,365,791 for FY2016 Navy Rolling Airframe Missile (RAM) Mod 3 guided missile launching system requirements. Sole source, per FAR 6.302-4 and DFARS 206.302-4, pursuant to 10 U.S.C. 2304(c)(4).

Raytheon received $9,525,651 for NATO Seasparrow Missile System design agent engineering and technical support.

Raytheon received $13,848,822 for SM-2 and SM-6 engineering and technical services.

Raytheon received $24,792,113 for design, development, and integration of a government furnished integrated single box solution (ISBS) radio and upgraded antennas into Tactical Tomahawk (TACTOM) Block IV All-Up-Round missile and guidance test set.

Raytheon received $49,210,994 for Small Diameter Bomb (SDB) Increment II lot 2 production.

Raytheon received $49,899,639 for 490 Laser Maverick (AGM-65L) guidance control sections for the Air Force and Navy.
ORDNANCE MANAGEMENT

BAE Systems received $8,926,539 for ordnance handling and management (receive, inspect, store, issue, transport, load), including all tasks related to peacetime and wartime munitions operations at Navy Munitions Command East Asia Division Detachment Pearl Harbor, Ewa Beach.

BAE Systems received $146,502,104 for insensitive munitions weak nitric acid recovery facility construction at Holston Army Ammunition Plant.

Honeywell received $14,152,877 for logistics support on Army Prepositioned Stocks-3 in Charleston, SC.

ORDNANCE DISPOSAL

Buffalo Turbine received $10,945,342 for Explosive Hazard Pre-Detonation (EHP) debris blowers and Buffalo A2 A-kits.

iRobot Corp. received $23,437,879 for Man Transportable Robotic System MK 1 depot level repair parts, spares, and depot services to include conversions and reconditioning. iRobot Corp. received $9,625,805 for Man Transportable Robotic System (MTRS) MK 1 production units, spares, parts, approved accessories, consumables, engineering enhancements and configuration management.

QinetiQ, North America received $10,180,034 for MK2 Man Transportable Robotic System (MTRS) robotics systems, parts, spare kits, accessories, reconditioning, engineering enhancements & configuration management.

Textron (AAI) received $7,424,270 for Universal Test Sets (engineering, program & configuration management) in support of the Joint Counter Radio Controlled IED Electronic Warfare program.

Zel Technologies Inc. received $165,272,923 to help Joint Improvised-Threat Defeat Agency (JIDA) research, develop, & acquire counter-threat technologies and mission solutions. Contractor personnel will embed with U.S. forces deployed globally.

MOBILE RADAR

Lockheed Martin received $16,665,397 to extend services for interim contractor support and contractor support for all AN/TPQ-53 radar systems.

Mnemonics Inc. received $42,073,899 for items supporting radar signaling detecting sets for U.S. Army and FMS.

Raytheon received $8,712,989 to procure and install 15 Version 8 upgrade kits to the Air Traffic Navigation Integration Coordination System (ATNAVICS).
Raytheon received $38,208,000 to repair, maintain, and field support the Secure, Mobile, Anti-Jam, Reliable, Tactical-Terminal (SMART-T).

**VEHICLES**

Allison Transmission Inc. received $24,275,808 for Abrams transmissions. Allison Transmission Inc. received $12,951,705 for equipment used to produce Abrams vehicle X1100 transmissions.

AM General received $9,087,385 for 40 M1152 HMMWV ambulance shelters.

BAE Systems received $14,601,653 and received $18,614,117 for Bradley system technical support and sustainment system.

BAE Systems received $28,884,253 for engineering and logistics services on M109 vehicles.

Caterpillar Inc. received $37,500,000 for compaction family of vehicles (270 vehicles – dual steel wheel roller; high speed compactor; and vibe roller I, II III).

C.E. Niehoff received $21,524,391 for medium vehicle truck engine generators. Sole-source, per 10 U.S. Code 2304(c)(1).

DRS received $7,270,391 for the M872 trailer. Sole-source, per 10 U.S. Code 2304(c)(2).

DRS received $21,822,917 for CV sensors, infrared receivers, mounting brackets and special purpose cable assemblies.

DRS received $50,000,000 for tactical wheeled vehicle sensors and display control modules. Limited competitive per 10 U.S.C. 2304 (c)(1) implemented by FAR 6.302-1.

General Dynamics and ATAP Inc. received $47,293,017 to inspect and repair Mine Resistant Ambush Protected (MRAP) Cougar.

General Dynamics received $9,514,091 for tooling and non-recurring engineering that supports production of double V-hull Stryker vehicles. General Dynamics received $9,689,360 for Stryker double "V" hull scout kits. General Dynamics received $44,970,000 for Stryker refurbishment.

General Dynamics received $27,093,060 for 45 sets of Abrams M1A2 System Enhanced Package legacy components. General Dynamics received $92,100,000 for 45 sets of Abrams M1A2 system enhanced package version 3.

Graflex Inc. received $13,693,362 for (max.) 8,000 M153 CROWS boresight telescopes.

Honeywell International Inc. received $11,271,203 for repair overhaul of Abrams vehicles 1500 engines at Anniston Army Depot.

Hupp Aerospace received $13,678,102 for medium truck electrical parts kits.
Oshkosh Defense received $42,175,135 for vehicles, installed kits, and packaged kits in accordance with FAR 17.207.

Raytheon received $12,606,782 for Abrams Integrated Display & Targeting System (AIDATS).

Raytheon received $92,500,000 for Horizontal Technology Integration (HTI) second generation, forward looking infrared (2GF) Commander’s Independent Thermal Viewers (CITY) assemblies; 2GF B-kit spares (e.g. advanced video processor circuit card assemblies); associated hardware & software; and engineering & technical services. One bid solicited, one received.

SAIC received $53,234,771 to establish a total supply chain management initiative to support spare parts used at Anniston Army Depot (ANAD).

Tru-Hitch Inc. received $7,445,625 to reset up to 90 fifth-wheel towing recovery devices, and reset up to 90 tilt deck recovery trailers of modular catastrophic recovery system.

Veyance Technologies Inc. received $19,937,439 for M88 track shoes. Sole-source, per 10 U.S.C. 2304(c)(1).

Veyance Technologies Inc. received $10,985,379 for Abrams track pad assemblies.

SMALL ARMS & LIGHT WEAPONRY (SALW)

BAE Systems received $383,977,504 for crew served weapons sights. DRS received $337,733,328 for crew served weapons sights.

Raytheon received $24,966,449 for Land-Based Phalanx Weapon System (LPWS) spares. LPWS, a variant of CIWS, is mounted onto a trailer for U.S. ground forces.

GEAR & EQUIPMENT

Carter Enterprises received $53,578,875 for U.S. Army improved outer tactical vests, generation IV.

Ceradyne Inc. received $7,698,335 for 5,370 integrated head protection systems, a component of the Soldier Protection System (SPS).

Conflict Kinetics Corp. received $15,600,000 for incidental services on Conflict Kinetics Tactical Ocular Reaction Area weapon simulator. One bid solicited, one received.

Cortek; DHPC Technologies; Envision Innovative Solutions; Exter Information Technology Services; Future Skys; GSS LLC; Hi-Tec Systems Inc.; Mayvin Consulting Group; Middle Bay Solutions; Millennium Corp.; Nexagen Networks Inc.; OST Inc.; Patricio Enterprises; QED Systems LLC; Sumaria Systems Inc.; Synergy ECP LLC; Vortechx Applied Technologies received a shared $248,800,000 for broad technical, program, operations, acquisition, and business services that support PEO for Intelligence Electronic Warfare & Sensors [PDF].
Digital Receiver Technology received $9,695,794 for portable, ruggedized, and man-packable surveillance equipment & associated peripherals in support of Combat Direction Systems Activity (CDSA PDF) Dam Neck’s role as in-service engineering, technical design, and acquisition engineering agent. Not competitive.

Drew Marine (owns NAL Research Corp.) received $24,000,000 for friendly forces tracking devices, evaluation and repairs.

LAPAC Manufacturing received $9,322,800 for sandbags and poly sheeting required for flood fights nationwide.

NCP Coatings received $11,000,000 for enamel products.

Vinyl Technology Inc. received $10,160,073 for CSU-22/P advanced technology anti-gravity suits for the USAF.

**RANGE FINDER & TARGET LOCATION DEVICES**

DRS received $339,305,395 for the Joint Effects Targeting System [PDF].

**MAPPING**

Bohannan Huston Inc. received $9,000,000 for survey and photogrammetric mapping.

Socitor Corp. received $18,000,067 for High Altitude Light Detection & Ranging (LiDAR) Off-NADIR Experimentation (HALOE). Work in Italy.

**CLOTHING**

Burlington Industries received $10,002,000 for poly/wool cloth.

Coachys & Associates received $12,499,907 for camouflage parkas.

Pentaq Manufacturing Corp. (Sabana Grande, Puerto Rico) received $18,456,470 and received $32,333,000 to provide the U.S. Army and Afghanistan with trousers.

SNC Manufacturing (Orocovis, Puerto Rico) received $102,199,560 for various types of coats. Includes unnamed FMS.

McRae Industries Inc. received $7,279,736 for hot-weather combat boots.

**EDUCATION & TRAINING**

AAL USA; ARMA Aviation Corp.; Rota Aviation Consulting; and Yulista Tactical Services received a combined $238,000,000 for worldwide training support of Non-Standard Rotary Wing Aircraft Project Management Office.

Alpha-Omega Change Engineering Inc. received $26,902,540 for academic, simulator, and continuation training on multiple mission design series. Instruction includes initial and mission qualification, refresher, upgrade, and currency; student services; logistics,
concurrency management, training systems support center, courseware, and cybersecurity at Kirtland AFB, Davis-Monthan AFB, Joint Base Andrews, Moody AFB.

American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages received $10,171,110 for oral proficiency interviews for language testing at DLI foreign language center.

ATAC received $8,000,000 to upgrade the naval aviation simulation model system at DOD facilities worldwide. Sole-source, per 10 U.S. Code 2304 (c)(1).

Blue Air Training LLC received $10,000,000 for 6th Combat Training Squadron’s Joint Terminal Attack Control contract close air support training program near Nellis AFB.

Central Texas College received $9,585,485 for education courses to sailors, accomplished through instructor-led courses and distance learning courses (including academic skills, undergraduate, grad) for Naval Education & Training Professional Development Center.

Peregrine Technical Solutions LLC received $13,629,199 to ensure recruits are administratively prepared for initial active duty.

Pinnacle Solutions Inc. received $10,804,770 for computer-based instructional development for U.S. Army Program Executive Office of Simulation, Orlando, FL.

Saab Defense & Security received $7,200,000 for live-fire training range support. One bid solicited, one received.

**FLIGHT TRAINING**

Boeing received $9,872,078 for instructor pilot, maintenance test pilot, helicopter repairer, and avionics/armament training to be conducted at Boeing.

DynCorp received $107,246,699 for maintenance and logistics services on T-34, T-44 and T-6 aircraft in support of Chief of Naval Air Training at Corpus Christi (42%); Whiting Field (41%); Pensacola, FL (12%); and other locations inside the continental U.S. [including NAS Oceana; El Centro, CA; NAS Lemoore; MCAS Miramar; NAS Fallon (5%)]. DynCorp received $21,779,259 for T-6 A/B fleet air vehicle spares at NAS Corpus Christi and Randolph AFB.

Flight Safety International received $8,668,493 for fixed wing flight training services.

L-3 received $43,530,000 to support T-1, T-6, and T-38 undergraduate pilot training at Vance AFB.

Web LLC received $9,196,057 to repair an aircraft simulator complex at NAS Kingsville.

Veraxx Engineering Corp. received $21,326,513 for three AH-1Z flight-training devices and an Asia Pacific Database.

**CBRNE**

Serco Inc. received $86,020,886 for chemical management services.
Visionary Products Inc. received $165,152,609 for the radiological detection system.

**FUEL & ENERGY**


California Water Service received $208,922,015 for ownership, operation and maintenance of the water distribution system at Travis AFB.

Choctawhatchee Electric Cooperative received $360,448,495 for ownership, operation, and maintenance of the electric distribution system at Eglin AFB.

Dominion Privatization TX received $740,282,112 for ownership, operation, and maintenance of electric and natural gas distribution systems at Fort Hood, TX.

BP ($156,312,192); Western Refining Co. ($71,614,881); Hawaii Independent Energy ($68,939,260); Phillips 66 ($52,707,204); U.S. Oil & Refining Co. ($40,668,070); Chevron ($28,448,518); and Sinclair Oil Corp. ($15,584,786) received those amounts for various types of fuel. Associated Petroleum Products Inc. ($25,180,566); Ahntech Inc. ($21,472,899); Mansfield Oil Co. of Gainesville ($9,820,278); DES Wholesale LLC ($9,636,602); and Pinnacle Petroleum Inc. ($7,164,286) received those amounts for various types of fuel.

Brad Hall & Associates Inc. ($55,448,730); DES Wholesale LLC ($12,455,474) received funding for various types of fuel. Hartland Fuel Products, Onalaska, WI received $16,691,256 for various types of fuel. Mansfield Oil Co. of Gainesville Inc. received $21,639,578 for various types of fuel. Petroleum Traders Corp. received $37,221,675 for various types of fuel. Petro Star Inc. received $26,728,400 for aviation turbine fuel. Tesoro Refining & Marketing Co. received $275,012,731 for various types of fuel. West Star Aviation Inc. Grand Junction, CO received $9,799,053 for various types of fuel.

JAR Assets Inc. received $8,803,800 to transport bulk jet fuel and marine diesel fuel by barge at ports and points along the Gulf Coast. Vane Line Bunkering Inc. received $24,130,887 to transport bulk jet fuel and marine diesel fuel by barge at ports and points along the East Coast.

Doyon Utilities LLC received $111,622,642 to incorporate interim tariff rates as ordered by the Regulatory Commission of AK. This is a regulated tariff contract. Doyon Utilities LLC received $256,383,998 to incorporate tariff rates ordered by the Regulatory Commission of Alaska.


Baker Tetra-Tech JV received $8,058,712 for leak detection testing at some DOD energy facilities.

Data Monitor Systems Inc. received $15,962,084 for fuel management services in Oklahoma and Florida for U.S. Navy. T Square Logistics Services Corp. received $12,867,923 and received $11,591,201 for fuel management services.

Computer Sites Inc.; Eaton Corp.; and ALLCOM Global Services received a combined $75,000,000 for commercial static uninterruptible power systems to condition and back up U.S. Air Force sensitive electronic mission equipment worldwide.

SAIC received $700,000,000 for chemicals, packaged petroleum, oils and lubricants. Includes some unnamed FMS.

City of Pensacola, FL received $31,575,637 for design & installation work to comply with assessment & investment grade audit to determine energy improvements at NAS Pensacola. Procured per 10 U.S.C. Section 2304(c)(5), implemented by FAR 6.302-5.

Constellation Newenergy Inc. received $170,141,112 for energy improvements at Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany. Woodstone Energy LLC received $7,521,972 for energy improvements at MCAS Beaufort.

TECO Peoples Gas received $12,635,876 to initiate the findings of a preliminary energy audit to determine improvements at NAS Jacksonville. TECO Inc. received $12,823,690 for energy improvements at Naval Station Mayport. Procured per 10 U.S. Code Section 2304(c)(5), implemented by FAR 6.302-5.

**MEDICAL & SAFETY**

The Arbinger Co. received $13,620,982 for self-awareness training, executive coaching, and supplies for U.S. Army Medical Command, Fort Sam Houston, TX.

Boston Scientific received $71,034,463 for cardiovascular products. Sole-source per 10 U.S. Code 2304 (c)(1).

CareFusion received $100,000,000 to support a comprehensive Pharmacy Inpatient Automation Solution (PIAS) – Automated Dispensing Cabinet (ADC) for implementation at Military Health System (MHS) facilities.

Carestream Health Inc. received $150,000,000 for digital imaging network picture archiving communications system products and maintenance.

Chenega Healthcare Services LLC received $8,997,023 to perform data collection and inventory of assets on the service local area network that will migrate to Medical Community of Interest (Med-COI) enclave.
Cherokee Nation Technology Solutions received $17,093,260 to support the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs) and DHA Healthcare Operations Directorate Public Health Division Armed Forces Health Surveillance Branch by conducting comprehensive DOD health surveillance. Sole-source.

Data Sciences International received $29,000,000 for telemetry supplies and services for Army Medical Research Acquisition Activity, Frederick, Maryland, USA.

Donald L. Mooney Enterprises received $22,469,319 for licensed vocational nursing services and certified nurse assistant services. One bid solicited, one received.

Entegrion Inc. received $27,761,899 for good clinical practices compliant, and good manufacturing practice (phase 2/3) clinical trial of a pooled, spray dried solvent detergent plasma product for treatment of patients with significant hemorrhaging.

Enterprise Resource Planned Systems International received $7,660,834 for IT services to maintain, operate, and provide engineering and technical support for Defense Health Agency E-Commerce Program.

Genentech USA Inc. received $36,344,700 for Tamiflu. Sole-source, per 10 U.S. Code 2304 (c) (1).

Goodwill Industries of San Antonio Contract Services received $8,350,639 to support Army medical department, patient administration division, for record processing services for U.S. Army service members who have separated or retired.

Government Marketing & Procurement received $15,495,488 for VOCERA wireless communications systems for Army Medical Command. One bid solicited, one received.

Greenland Enterprises Inc. received $12,691,700 to rebuild Veterans Affairs medical center boiler plant.

Laboratory Corp. of America received $66,224,100 for clinical reference laboratory testing services for DOD, especially Defense Health Agency (DHA).

Matrix Providers Inc. received $9,916,932 for nursing service for the Dept. of Nursing Tripler Army Medical Center, Schofield Barracks; and the Warrior Ohana Medical Home, HI. Med Trust LLC received $21,107,833 for registered nursing services. One bid solicited, one received.

Mylan Pharmaceuticals Inc. received $121,498,000 for the Lidocaine 5% patch for DOD, Department of Veterans Affairs, Indian Health Services, and Federal Bureau of Prisons.

Northcon Inc. received $7,711,065 to repair fire suppression systems in bldg. 2050, Fairchild AFB.

Simetri Inc.; HNM Enterprises LLC; Advanced IT Concepts Inc.; STS International Inc.; Phoenix Logistics Inc. received a shared $13,867,349 for commercial equipment and medical supplies to conduct medical training.
Spacelabs Medical Inc. received $13,460,681 for patient monitoring systems, subsystems, accessories, consumables and training.

System Plus Inc. received $39,892,338 for "primary sustainment training" vehicle for enterprise systems including the current global clinical system training mission. SysPlus will provide the flexibility to support transition to Military Health System (MHS) Genesis. The corporation shall train to end users at DOD military treatment facilities.

Teratech Corp. received $100,000,000 for ultrasound systems.

Whiting-Turner Contracting Co. received $29,435,000 for construction of temporary medical facilities at Naval Support Activity Bethesda.

**DENTAL**

Dentsply Professional received $35,000,000 for consumable dental items.

**VIP TRANSPORTATION**

Boeing received $7,404,051 for VC-25A main deck seat replacement. Boeing received $16,029,455 for Presidential Aircraft Recapitalization (PAR) program pre-milestone B phase 2 activities.

Lockheed Martin received $8,249,722 for avionics design, hardware & software development, testing fabrication, installation and maintenance of avionics systems in support of the Presidential Helicopter Program. Lockheed Martin (Sikorsky) received $10,364,612 for five cabin interior kits in support of the VH-3D.

Northrop Grumman received $27,956,839 for integration and installation of Large Aircraft Infrared Countermeasures on Germany head of state BG5000 aircraft.

**TRANSPORTATION**

AAR Manufacturing received $43,000,000 for shipping and storage containers. Sole-source per 10 U.S. Code 2304(c)(1).

Alaska Airlines Inc. and Polar Air Cargo received $54,613,359 and $54,753,312, respectively, for Total Delivery Services (TDS) international commercial air express package delivery service. FedEx and UPS received $178,444,530 and $178,565,840 respectively, for int. and domestic commercial air express package delivery service.

For domestic airlift services, seven corporations received funding: Delta ($13,016,622); Miami Air International ($8,897,299); MN Airlines LLC ($22,101,243); Phoenix Air Group ($8,964,014); Sierra Pacific Airlines ($11,018,900); Southwest ($23,415,322); United Airlines ($24,340,000).

For international airlift services, the following corporations received funding: FedEx Team (American Air; Atlas Air; FedEx; Polar Air Cargo Worldwide = $164,990,397); Miami Team (Miami Air and MN Airlines = $7,511,156); Patriot Team (ABX Air; Air Transportation International; JetBlue; Kalitta Air; Northern Air Cargo; Omni Air International; United Airlines; UPS; and Western Global Airlines = $214,702,528);
(Allegiant Air; Hawaiian Airlines Inc.; National Air Cargo Group; Southwest; Alaska Airlines Inc.; Tatobuk Outfitters; Delta; Lynden Air Cargo; USA Jet Airlines Inc. = $392,854,774).

CACI Inc. received $11,057,008 for software sustainment and development in support of Defense Property System, a web-based system for the management of personal property shipments for DOD.

CSC Government Solutions received $11,686,514 for delivery and transportation solutions to fully support combatant commanders’ movement requirements.

International Auto Logistics received $175,900,833 for transportation and storage services of privately owned vehicles for U.S. Transportation Command.

Northrop Grumman received $10,012,430 for Joint Distribution Process Analysis Center (JDPAC).

Raytheon (BBN Technologies) received $8,185,000 to provide Analysis of Mobility Platform support. Raytheon then received $10,000,000 for services currently provided as Analysis of Mobility Platform support. AMP is a transportation modeling/simulation framework used for Defense Transportation System (DTS) simulation.

Trident Technologies LLC received $23,610,638 for enterprise architecture, data, and engineering support to: U.S. Transportation Command, Military Surface Deployment & Distribution Command, and Air Mobility Command.

FORCE PROTECTION & LAW ENFORCEMENT

BAE Systems received $16,500,000 for automated installation entry systems.

Koontz Electric Co. received $8,022,694 for gate automation in Sault Ste. Marie, MI.

Moss Cape LLC received $19,979,571 for electronic security control equipment and installation. One bid solicited, one received.

Netizen Corp. received $9,900,000 for risk assessment and security engineering services for USACE Vicksburg, MS.

Northrop Grumman received $28,301,631 for continued enhancement, operation, and maintenance of the Naval Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS) DOD Law Enforcement Information Exchange Program.

3e Technologies International Inc. received $30,450,364 for continued implementation of a facilities Critical Infrastructure Control & Monitoring System interface to Navy Virtual Perimeter Monitoring System, which will allow monitoring and control of critical facility infrastructure for potential operating hazards or intrusions. Not competitive, per FAR 6.302-5 - authorized or required by statute 10 U.S. Code 2304 (c) (5).

ENVIRONMENTAL

EA-SCF JV received $15,000,000 for a full range of environmental compliances.
Gyro-Trac Corp. received $357,500,000 for environmental equipment in SC and Canada.

Kemron Environmental Services Inc. received $18,225,767 for Remedial Action Parcel E-2 installation of soil cover, wetlands and landfill gas control and containment system at Hunters Point Naval Shipyard.

Michels Corp. received $10,959,605 for an ecosystem restoration project at Underwood Creek along the western edge of Milwaukee County, Wisconsin.

Precon Marine Inc. received $28,647,733 for lateral expansion of Paul S. Sarbanes Ecosystem Restoration Project [PDF] in Poplar Island, MD.

Weeks Marine Inc. received $26,571,750 for deferred environmental restoration in the Houston ship channel, Chambers County, TX.

**FOOD SERVICES**

Go Fresh Produce received $45,600,000 for fresh fruits and vegetables.

Marengo Warehouse & Distribution Center LLC ($13,455,005) and AFH Logistics Services LLC ($15,616,183) received funding for commercial cold storage of government-owned operational rations in IN, IL, FL.

Military Deli & Bakery Services received $17,698,208 for specialty delicatessen and bakery operations at 41 Defense Commissary Agency store locations.

Mississippi Department of Rehabilitation Services received $7,140,090 for full food services at Keesler AFB.

**BASE SUPPORT** - *Base operations (a.k.a. base support services) usually involve a combination of: facility management, fire & emergency services, grounds maintenance, janitorial services, pavement clearance, pest control, port operations, utilities, vehicles & equipment service, and waste management.*

American Operations Corp. Support Services received $12,118,399 for base operations support services at Naval Air Facility El Centro.

ASRC Communications Ltd. received $43,565,332 for base operations support services at Vance AFB.

Chugach Federal Solutions Inc. received $29,908,440 for installation support services at: Eareckson Air Station; King Salmon Air Port; and Wake Island Air Field, Alaska. Chugach Federal Solutions Inc. received $65,216,460 for base operations support at various installations in NAVFAC Northwest.

Coastal Enterprises of Jacksonville Inc. received $7,207,722 for custodial services at Camp Lejeune.
Diversified Service Contracting Inc. received $11,539,097 for base operations support at NAS Patuxent River.

EMCOR Government Services Inc. received $29,017,219 for base operations support at various installations within 100-mile radius of Washington Navy Yard.

Fluor Intercontinental; KBR; Vectrus; IAP-ECC LLC; and AECOM received a maximum $900,000,000 for short-term facility support services with incidental construction in support of natural disasters, humanitarian efforts, military action, and breaks in service at various locations worldwide. “Potential customers… may extend beyond DOD.”

Fluor Federal Solutions received $28,847,912 for base operations support services at NAS Pensacola & outlying areas, Saufley Field, Corry Station, and Bronson Field.

GEO International Management received $15,890,924 for solid waste collection and disposal services at Joint Base San Antonio installations (Lackland, Randolph, Fort Sam Houston, Camp Bullis, Canyon Lake, Seguin Airfield).

Mark Dunning Industries received $7,090,592 for base operations support services at Naval Submarine Base, Kings Bay.

Opportunities & Resources Inc. received $10,024,780 for custodial services at various locations on Oahu. Sole-source, per AbilityOne Program (FAR Part 8.704).

Tsay/Ferguson-Williams LLC received $26,584,056 for base operations maintenance and support at Fort Stewart and Hunter Army Airfield, GA.

Wolf Creek Federal Services Inc. received $22,170,573 for base operations support services at various installations in NAVFAC Northwest.

**CONSULTING, ADMIN & LOGISTICS**

Accent Controls Inc. received $7,396,851 for warehousing and distribution support services in MO and FL.

CounterTrade Products Inc. received $10,000,000 for the “Virtual Warehouse” (includes ~1,500 commercial items), which aims to reduce the lead time for SSC Pacific to get materials, equipment and supplies for new prototypes and projects; and to obtain those supplies at cost-effective pricing.

DSD Laboratories Inc. received $16,677,000 for integrated supply chain planning service to enhance weapon systems support at USAF sustainment center locations.

DUCOM Inc. received $7,731,854 for logistical integration in Rock Island, IL.

Frontier Technology received $111,967,000 for readiness assessment and lifecycle decision support tools. One bid solicited, one received.

General Dynamics received $154,714,691 to support Directorate for Information Management and Chief Information Officer Operations and Management functions.
GXM Consulting LLC received $49,030,210 to identify new solutions and requirements for organizations that require Transformative Application (TA) mapping tools, tactical and strategic mobile applications, cross-agency interoperability, innovation, prototyping, hosting expertise, user assessments, and limited fielding of TA systems. One bid solicited, one received.

Intergraph Government Solutions Corp. received $11,296,807 to help Army Records Management Declassification Agency and to obtain technical, analytical, system/network/local area network database admin, application programming, information security, document analysis, data entry, digitization, and infrastructure sustainment.

QualX Corp. received $7,837,500 to conduct timely declassification reviews for the U.S. Navy and USMC and to satisfy the requirements of Executive Order 13526, “Classified National Security Information.” QualX shall support the implementation, assessment, compliance, and reporting of the federal government’s declassification program.

Research Analysis & Maintenance Inc. (RAM) received $11,731,776 for technical facility support in Fort Hood.

Leidos Inc. received $40,000,000 for Defense Security Service (DSS) National Industrial Security System (NISS). Leidos will develop an integrated automated system to replace and expand upon these legacy systems: Industrial Security Facilities Database, and Department of Energy-hosted (DSS-owned) Electronic Facility Clearance System.

SAIC received $7,837,212 for Integrated Booking System (IBS) software development services in support of Army Surface Deployment & Distribution Command.

**BUSINESS & OFFICE SUPPORT**

Appian Corp. received $21,098,330 for the Contracting-Information Technology (CON-IT) program utilizing Appian Business Process Management licenses and licensing renewals. CON-IT contract writing system will replace all four current contract writing systems, standardizing efforts across the Air Force. Sole-source.

ASM Research LLC received $7,799,934 to develop, test, train, and deploy a joint credentialing solution that supports the credentialing business requirements of DVA and DOD – Joint DOD and DVA Centralized Credentials Quality Assurance System (JCCQAS). Sole-source.

BAE Systems received $18,370,506 to provide services for ongoing supply support and to provide assistance to Strategic Systems Programs (SSP) as it tries to migrate many SSP-unique supply processes and automated systems to a standard Navy system using the Navy Enterprise Resource Planning application.

Deloitte & Touche LLP received $9,015,000 to support Defense Finance & Accounting Service (DFAS) reconciliation and financial services.

Infinite Technologies Inc. received $49,679,200 for IT and process support services in support of Centralized Access for Data Exchange (CAFDEEx). This sustains business processes by maintaining current USAF wide web enhanced application at Wright-Patterson AFB. Sole-source.
Kearney & Company PC received $11,520,553 for financial statement audit services.

Makers Architecture & Urban Design LLP received $30,000,000 to develop basic facility requirements (documents, asset evaluations, floor plans) for work in NAVFAC Atlantic.

Northrop Grumman received $18,106,861 for product data systems support at Robins AFB, GA, to prepare data for transition into modernized USAF enterprise level systems. Sole-source. Northrop Grumman received $12,000,000 for data information processing to decision-making in support of AFRL mission partners, ACC and the 35th Information Squadron.

Tecolote Research Inc. received $12,159,375 for cost estimating modeling R&D services on previous DOD programs supported by Office of SECDEF Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation. Tecolote Research Inc. received $12,734,375 for cost estimating modeling research & development services (CEM R&D) that address technical requirements beyond the scope of previous DOD programs supported by the Office of the Secretary of Defense Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation.

OVERSEAS BASE OPERATING SUPPORT

DZSP 21 LLC received $39,686,965 for base operating support services at Joint Region Marianas, Guam.

OVERSEAS CONSTRUCTION

AECOM Technical Services and Kleinfelder Inc. received $12,000,000 for investigation and design services in support of South Pacific Division wide dame and levee safety programs.

Fargo Pacific Inc. received $7,494,310 to install variable refrigerant flow (VRF) HVAC systems on Naval Base Guam.

Pernix Guam LLC received $26,463,336 to build a low observable/corrosion control/composite repair shop in support of the strike mission at Andersen AFB, Guam.

DOMESTIC INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPORT

Del Valle Group S.P. (Toa Baja, Puerto Rico) received $12,364,278 to build the east and west channel walls on Rio Puerto Nuevo flood control project, San Juan, Puerto Rico.
D.W. Mertzke Excavating & Trucking Inc. received $9,000,000 to construct drain structures and access roads.

Garney Companies Inc. received $8,997,997 to design and build a Mud Mountain Dam nine-foot tunnel.

Harry Pepper & Associates received $27,713,700 for Herbert Hoover Dike rehabilitation and structure replacements.

Hernandez Consulting received $7,094,294 for Westbank and vicinity, hurricane storm damage risk reduction system mitigation, bottomland habitat protected side restoration, Avondale Gardens, LA.

Hesco Bastion Inc. received $8,792,000 for Gabion baskets and basket refurbishment and technical advice.

Heter Geotechnical Construction received $19,509,221 to prepare the Chickamauga Lock foundation (Tennessee) for new lock construction in 2018.

Integrico Composites of Louisiana received $11,851,500 to replace wooden railroad ties with composite plastic ties.

Johnson Brothers Corp. received $42,379,455 for Kentucky Lock cofferdam construction, Grand Rivers, Kentucky.

Kokosing Construction Company/O’Brien & Gere JV received $11,984,620 for confined disposal facility operations. One bid solicited, one received.

LECON Inc. received $15,448,340 for drainage structures and channel improvements, flood damage prevention, south detention basin, Greens Bayou, Houston, TX.

MSMM Engineering Inc. received $7,500,000 for architectural and engineering service for civil works projects, USACE, Fort Worth District.

OHL USA received $25,419,020 to improve the Santa Ana River Channel in Yorba Linda, CA.

Shaka Inc. received $7,627,228 to install and stabilize the upper and lower concrete gravity guide walls, Dashields Lock and Dam, Ohio River, PA.

Shoreline Foundation Inc. received $13,236,255 for hurricane and storm damage reduction project.

Treviicos South Inc. received $18,595,166 for a dike rehabilitation project.

Voith Hydro Inc. received $10,486,406 for an additional turbine runner for Ice Harbor Dam powerhouse, Burbank, WA. One bid solicited, one received.

Western Marine Construction received $8,752,300 for breakwater construction in Port Lyons, AK.
DOMESTIC AIRFIELD REHABILITATION

Kubricky Construction Corp. received $39,800,000 to repair & replace airfield pavements for 158th Fighter Wing, Vermont ANG Base in South Burlington, VT.

Port Madison Enterprises Construction Corp. received $25,000,000 for paving and resurfacing projects located primarily within NAVFAC Northwest.

RC Construction Co. received $11,638,355 to repair Taxiway Delta at Joint Base Charleston.

DOMESTIC CONSTRUCTION & ENGINEERING

Aecom Technical Services Inc. received $45,000,000 for planning, programming, design and construction support for the National Guard.

Alliance Consulting Group LLC; John Gallup & Associates LLC; Klavon Design Associates Inc. received $30,000,000 for architect engineering services for USACE, Baltimore.

Anderson Burton Construction; Herman Construction Group Inc.; Red One - AAK JV LLC; Spectrum - Straub JV received $30,000,000 for design, construction, maintenance, repair, or rehabilitation needs at government installations.

Atherton Construction LLC received $23,347,009 for construction of Army family housing project at Rock Island, Arsenal.

Barnhart–Reese Construction received $10,920,027 to build a 22,000-square foot building for Air & Marine Operations Center on March AFB.

Bethel Contracting LLC received $24,122,400 to repair Building 155, Quad B, Schofield Barracks, Oahu, Hawaii.

Bhate Environmental Associates; Drace Construction Corp.; Futron Inc.; Garry Jacques; Gulf Pacific Contracting; Mitchell Brothers Inc. received a combined $95,000,000 for construction projects located primarily within NAVFAC Mid-Atlantic Marine Corps, Integrated Product Team (IPT).

Billy W. Jarrett Construction Co. received $9,927,000 to repair various roofing sections on Building 107 at Naval Base Kitsap.

Boro Developers Inc. received $19,988,400 for construction of an Army Reserve Center.

Bristol Engineering Services Corp.; Cherokee General Corp.; CKY Inc.; Macro-Z Technology Co.; Nordic Industries Inc. received $9,800,000 for construction work in USACE Seattle District.

BVM-VJR JV LLC received $25,000,000 to help Army Corps of Engineers, Jacksonville (FL) District, with construction projects.
B3 Enterprises LLC; Birmingham Industrial Construction; Blue Cord Design & Construction; KMK Construction Inc.; Polu Kai Services; VetFed-Pacific Tech JV received a shared $75,000,000 for construction projects located primarily within NAVFAC Southeast.

Conrad Shipyard LLC received $17,705,307 for a welded steel barge to be used by USACE Rock Island District for floating crane services.

Contrack Watts Inc. received $44,180,000 for construction of upgrades to an aircraft maintenance hangar at Marine Corps Base Hawaii.

Crawford Consulting Services Inc.; Moca Systems Inc.; Project Time & Cost LLC received a shared $10,000,000 for architect and engineering services to support the Mobile District, USACE.

Daniel J. Keating Co. received $46,845,550 to build the Defense Logistics Agency Troop Support Headquarters Facility at Naval Support Activity Philadelphia.

De Moya Continental JV received $21,315,575 for Savannah Harbor, Georgia, and South Carolina Sediment Basin Tide Gate removal.

Earthtek Builders received $7,935,154 for painting projects at Camp Pendleton, NWS Seal Beach, NWS Seal Beach Detachment Fallbrook, and Norco.

Federal Construction Group; Harrell Contracting Inc.; Infinite Energy Construction; Industrial Maintenance & Contract Services; and Maven Construction & Environmental received a shared $30,000,000 for minor construction projects at Naval Support Activity, Crane, and Glendora Test Facility, Sullivan.

Harper Construction Co. received $37,513,631 to repair failing components of the existing basic training Starship Barracks 5970 at Fort Sill. Harper Construction Co. received $33,800,153 to design and build a depot maintenance dock hangar.

Hawaii Pacific JV received $7,945,000 to replace the existing primary digester (Building 902) at the wastewater treatment plant at Marine Corps Base Hawaii.

Health Facility Solutions received $10,000,000 for architectural and engineering services.

HGL Construction Inc. received $7,981,001 to replace HVAC systems in Building 2025, Fort Sill.

Huang-Gaghan JV received $8,800,954 for boiler repair at Fort Belvoir.

JE Hurley Construction Inc. received $18,030,060 for construction on Air National Guard Building 900, Buckley AFB, Aurora, CO.

J. Kokolakis Contracting Inc. received $52,800,200 Pershing Barracks renovation and modernization (West Point, NY).
John Bowman Inc.; Rocky Mountain Excavating; MT JV; Zieson Construction Co.;
Herman Construction Group; received $99,000,000 for construction, restoration, and
modernization in CO, WY, MT, ND, SD, NE, MN, WI and IA.

KBE Building Corp. received $8,435,910 to expand/renovate the main Navy exchange
store at NAS Patuxent River.

Konecranes Nuclear Equipment & Services received $17,001,475 for one 25-ton portal
crane at Puget Sound Naval Shipyards & intermediate maintenance facility.

Merrick & Co. received $15,000,000 for architect-engineer services in Southwestern
Division, Fort Worth District, USACE.

Mike Coates Construction Co. received $7,879,715 to construct an indoor firing range at
Youngstown Air Reserve Station, OH.

Nova Group, Inc. received $21,490,000 to build the Land Water Interface at Naval Base
Kitsap. Nova Group Inc. received $32,812,500 to build and replace a hydrant fuel
system.

The Nutmeg Companies Inc. received $18,161,020 for renovations to Navy Gateway
Inns and Suites Building 172 at Coasters Harbor Island, and Building 678 at Naval
Station Newport.

Ocean Construction Services Inc. received $8,755,000 to restore and modernize HVAC
system at Naval Health Clinic Patuxent River.

Orion Marine Construction Inc. received $23,371,000 for Wharf Bravo recapitalization at
Naval Station Mayport in Jacksonville, FL.

Orocon-Carothers JV3 received $13,303,500 to build Bluegrass Army Depot
consolidated shipping center in Richmond, Kentucky.

Perini Management Services Inc. received $9,985,940 to construct an explosive R&D
laboratory at Picatinny Arsenal, NJ.

Purcell Construction Corp. received $58,913,000 for Advanced Individual Training
Barracks Complex, Phase III, at Fort Lee, VA.

R.C. Construction Co. Inc. received $22,947,483 for range safety improvement and
modernization at Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris Island.

Reliable Contracting Group LLC received $9,568,280 to replace pump house and truck
fill station at Moody AFB.

Rio Vista Management; W4-DMS- JV; Farah Construction Inc. received combined
$150,000,000 for construction Hill AFB.

SAIC received $30,000,000 for professional architectural and engineering services in
NAVFAC Southeast.
Sealaska Constructors LLC received $10,154,000 to build a civil support team ready building (as well as site & utility improvements, roadway, parking) in Windsor Locks, CT.

Smart LLC; Carvalho Electric; Veterans Construction; Smart Assistive Technologies; Campbell Construction Group; CMGC Building Corp.; City Enterprises; Enfield Enterprise; Reilly Construction; Tantara Associates Corp. received a shared $25,000,000 for general construction projects at Natick Soldier System Center, MA.

Southwestern Dakotah Inc. received $9,390,000 to repair the Nevada Air National Guard Operations Facility, building 84, in Reno.

Southwind Construction Services LLC received $48,000,000 for construction services within the Tulsa District, USACE.

SpawGlass Contractors Inc. received $13,057,022 to design and renovate Hanger One, multi-unit administrative and storage facility, Building 910, at Joint Base San Antonio.

Tabcon Inc. received $9,000,000 for roof repair and replacement at Fort Riley.

Talion Construction LLC received $20,000,000 for minor repair and construction projects at Naval Base Ventura County.

TKH-ASI LLC received $13,200,000 to repair and renovation Building 1805H at Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam.

TSS-Garco JV received $42,468,000 to build enlisted personnel housing at Joint Base Lewis McChord.

Veterans Northwest Construction received $11,120,000 to build an aviation unit complex battalion headquarters at Joint Base Lewis-McChord.

Welch Construction Inc. received $9,175,192 for roofing at Fort Drum.

W.F. Magann Corp. received $20,679,412 for replacement fuel pier and distribution facility, Joint Base Langley-Eustis, VA. W.F. Magann Corp. received $22,794,897 to fill in and pave over concrete dry dock structures 6 and 7 in Norfolk Naval Shipyard. W.F. Magann Corp. received $17,432,527 to repair steel and concrete sheet pile bulkheads and pile fendering systems at Naval Station Norfolk.

WHH Nisqually-Garco JV received $12,390,000 to build a fire station facility at Joint Base Lewis-McChord, in vicinity of Gray Army Airfield.

W. M. Jordan Co. received $30,073,807f to repair Navy Gateway Inn & Suites unaccompanied housing building R63 at Naval Station Norfolk. “A progressive collapse analysis will be required and incorporated into the design as required by current standards.”

Zachry Federal Construction received $29,427,251 for a Border Patrol station checkpoint in Falfurrias, TX.

DREDGING
Cashman Dredging & Marine Contracting received $7,365,000 for Tampa harbor maintenance dredging 43-foot, 41-foot, and 34-foot projects, Hillsborough Bay.

Great Lakes & Dock Co. received $12,840,030 for maintenance dredging services for USACE Concord, MA. Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Co. received $14,058,421 to dredge Baltimore Harbor and various channels. Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Co. received $15,473,200 for beach nourishment in Cape May, NJ.

Manson Construction Co.; Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Co.; Weeks Marine; The Dutra Group received a shared $25,000,000 for hopper dredging for unanticipated shoaling for Galveston District.

Manson Construction Co. received $7,800,000 for maintenance dredging of the Redwood City harbor channel.

Port of Portland received $19,500,498 for pipeline dredging of the Columbia and Lower Willamette Rivers.

# # #

A-RCI = acoustic rapid commercial-off-the-shelf
LRIP = low rate initial production
PEO = program executive office, the space where military and civilian officials direct a major acquisition program
SRA = selected restricted availability = implementation of depot-level maintenance and modifications with the goal of updating a ship’s technical and military capabilities
TI = technical insertion

*Editing consolidated similar contracts. Italics indicate notes from the editor.

**Any clerical errors are the editor’s alone. Each month, Boiling Frogs Post presents a distillation of the previous month’s DOD Contracts. Check back regularly.

***To avoid competitive bidding, DOD invokes 10 U.S.C. 2304, FAR 6.302, and FAR 8.405-6. DOD uses 15 U.S.C. 638 to avoid competitive bidding when dealing with small businesses. DOD uses CFR 206.302-4 to avoid competitive bidding when dealing with treaties and foreign transactions.